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Executive Summary
The level of water near a railway track can be a major factor affecting the safety of train passage. The
closure of several main rail lines in British Columbia in autumn of 2021 is the most recent example of the
effect of flooding and washout on train operations and the dependency of the supply chain on reliable and
efficient railway transportation. Such extreme weather events are expected to become more frequent and
severe under the future climate, affecting the resiliency of transportation infrastructure including railways.
To improve the resiliency of railway operation, it is imperative to explore and employ the potential of
emerging technologies for improved water detection and inspection near railway tracks.
In 2019, the National Research Council Canada (NRC) and Transport Canada (TC) undertook a
collaborative research project to evaluate the potential of satellite and UAV imagery to inspect water near
railway tracks (Phase-I). The results of this project demonstrated that even though these technologies
cannot entirely replace the current methods of water inspection, they provide information to track inspectors
that is supplementary to what is currently available. In 2021, NRC and TC agreed to further explore the
potential and limitations of these technologies through limited field trials (Phase-II). These trials included
data from three different platforms: satellite (space); unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) (airborne); and hi-rail
truck (track level). The measurements from various sensors and platforms in Phase-II provided a wide
range of complementary information with different spatial and temporal resolutions and different fields of
view. This report presents the results of Phase-II of this project.
NRC in collaboration with the Applied Remote Sensing Lab (ARSL) at McGill University conducted UAV
surveys at four sites along VIA Rail’s line between Ottawa and Brockville that are prone to high water level
and flooding. The test sites varied in length (from approximately 180 m to 500 m) and were surveyed four
times between June and October 2021. The main airframe used during these surveys was DJI’s Matrice
300 RTK (Real-time Kinematic Positioning) with a Zenmuse P1 camera capable of capturing 45 megapixels
photographs in smart oblique mode. The flights were mainly carried out at 80 m height and covered an area
within a 50 m buffer on both sides of the tracks. In total, 43 acres of ground were inspected by the UAV and
almost 12,000 images were taken. These images were used to create 2D and 3D products (3D point clouds,
a digital surface model (DSM), and an orthomosaic) for each test site and each survey date to map the
spatial and temporal variations in surface water area as well as the water level. Commercially available
software packages were used to generate water/non-water classifications from the orthomosaics using an
image segmentation approach. A detailed analysis of the orthomosaic images (spatial resolution of 3 cm)
revealed that in the field, water can be found either with an exposed surface or with a considerable amount
of its surface covered in floating aquatic vegetation. These water bodies covered with leaves must be
detected as water, otherwise the extent of water in that area would be underestimated. The DSM was also
incorporated into the classification to mitigate the effect of leaves and vegetation on underestimating the
surface water. The results of the classification were then used to quantify the temporal changes in the
surface water area for each test site. The results suggested that the trend in the extent of surface water
over time varies among the test sites and largely depends on seasonal vegetation dynamics in the wetlands.
For example, at one of the sites the largest surface water area was found to be in early June when the
immature wetland vegetation exposes a larger portion of the surface water while on another site where the
water source was a creek rather than a wetland with dense stands of emergent vegetation, the surface
water area consistently increased from August to October. In addition to quantifying the temporal changes
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in the water level within the test sites, Cloud Compare v2.12 and PotreeDesktop v1.8 were used to visualize
and extract elevation profiles from the 3D point clouds. The distance between the water surface and a fixed
structure such as a bridge or culvert at each test site was used to accurately measure the changes in water
level. In this approach, the locations within the dataset from which measurements are taken need to be
carefully selected otherwise they may introduce error in the interpretation. Overall the consistent multitemporal UAV datasets and their associated products were found to be suitable to quantify the spatial and
temporal variations in the surface water area as well as the water level. Some changes including addition
of a LiDAR unit and modification of the flight pattern are still required to advance the UAV work procedure
developed in this project to a stage that could be used/employed by the railways.
Imagery from the PlanetScope Dove satellite constellation was used for mapping the surface water and
wetland over a larger area than the one surveyed by the UAV near the test sites. The pixel size of the
imagery is 3 m, and the spectral resolution is four bands (blue, green, red and near-infrared wavelength
ranges). The images were acquired from this platform on the same dates as the UAV surveys. An approach
similar to that for the UAV imagery was used to segment and classify surface water from these images.
The comparison of the processed images between the four dates suggested that the rapid growth of the
wetland vegetation hinders the extraction of the water. This is mainly attributed to the spatial resolution of
the images as very few areas of exposed surface water are large enough to be the main contributor to the
pixels. Despite this limitation, the imagery from PlanetScope was suitable for extracting the overall area
(i.e. wetland) which is prone to flooding. Further investigation would be required to provide
recommendations to railways regarding the use of satellite imagery for water mapping. It is imperative to
test imagery from other satellite platforms with higher spatial resolution and compare the level of details
extracted from each so that a true benefit-cost analysis can be performed.
The collection of a large dataset of UAV images from the four test sites at four different times of the year
provided a unique opportunity to further investigate the best approaches to automate water detection by
using AI algorithms. The diverse datasets were used to enhance the algorithm developed in Phase-I
(Railwater-UNet) and also to develop a new algorithm (Railwater-ConvTrans) that takes advantage of
recently developed machine learning techniques. These algorithms were trained to identify and differentiate
between different pixels (or groups of pixels) belonging to the different classes (water, railway track or
background). This dataset also enabled us to use and compare different scenarios for training and testing
algorithms. In one experiment, the algorithms were trained based on images collected at a certain site and
date and then tested on images from another site to evaluate how they would perform over unseen data.
The presence of vegetation (as described earlier) complicates the water detection task. To mitigate this
issue, the water class was separated into two classes: water, referring to water bodies with a clear surface,
and “vegwater”, referring to water bodies that have leaves and vegetation on the surface. This separation
improved the overall performance of the algorithms. The algorithm that showed the best performance (the
output map of water had the highest agreement with ground truth data) was then used to identify the water
regions in geo-referenced orthomosaics from a given site over the survey dates. The mapped water areas
were then subtracted from each other to identify the areas where there was an increase or decrease in
surface water. The mapped water areas were also combined with the DSM (containing elevation
information) to identify the water elevation change. Overall it was found that having a diverse set of UAV
images and separating water into two classes (with and without surface vegetation) improves the
performance of the AI algorithms. However, the algorithms performance is not at a level where they could
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be reliably used by the railways. Additional diverse datasets would still be required to advance the
automated water detection task.
NRC instrumented a hi-rail truck with a suite of sensors (LiDAR, RGB camera, and infrared camera) and
auxiliary components to develop a complete data acquisition (DAQ) system that can acquire environmental
data in different electromagnetic spectra. The instrumented hi-rail truck was employed for data collection
between VIA Rail’s Fallowfield station in Ottawa and the end of the Brockville subdivision (approximately
90 km) for two runs. The LiDAR and the inertial measurement unit (IMU) data were merged to construct a
3D map of the test sections (the same sections surveyed by the UAV) using simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) techniques. Although these maps can be used for a number of railway inspections tasks,
water is not strongly represented in the 3D point clouds. The two types of cameras operating in two different
spectra (infrared and visible) used for data acquisition during hi-rail surveys were also considered for water
mapping. Since the UAV images were also in the visible spectrum, greater emphasis was put on the infrared
image processing to extend the scope of data analysis for the overall project. A subset of infrared images
containing water bodies was extracted from the entire length of tested track during the two hi-rail runs.
These images were annotated to train an algorithm that identified water bodies next to the track. In the first
attempt, the training data was annotated with only one class representing all water bodies (water bodies
with either clear surface or with reflections were treated as one class). This approach did not result in good
model accuracy (< 0.8 vs 0.96 for the final model) because the training data was too diverse for the model
to learn the underlying features of two kinds of water surfaces that had completely unique representation
in the infrared spectrum. Therefore, an approach similar to the one used in processing the UAV-based
images was adopted and the water bodies were annotated using two classes, water with a clear surface
and water with vegetation and reflection on the surface. This approach resulted in better accuracy. Using
the trained algorithm, the infrared images from the test sites used for UAV surveys were processed to
determine the change of water presence between the two hi-rail runs. It needs to be noted that these values
should not be compared with those resulting from UAV orthomosaic images because the field of view of
the two platforms are entirely different. Overall the instrumented hi-rail truck was found to be an effective
and flexible method to map water bodies that are located next to the track and within the line of sight. The
collected data also suggested that this platform could potentially be used to inspect other features such as
movement at the toe or shoulder of the embankment. However, it was also found that some modifications
in the sensor positions and sensor qualities would be required to realize these potentials.
The results of Phase-II of this project provided valuable information regarding the operational challenges
of the three studied platforms (satellite, UAV, and hi-rail truck), the advantages and limitations of the
measurements from each platform, the minimum specifications required to create certain types of products,
the challenges in developing highly effective AI algorithms, and the potential of the products for monitoring
other track features. However, the framework of technology specific methodologies for data collection,
processing, and analysis proposed in this phase needs to be further developed so that the technologies
can be used/applied at a large scale by the railways.
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1 Introduction
The level of water near a railway track is a major factor affecting the safety of train passage. Prolonged
periods of heavy rainfall, rapid snowmelt, flash flooding, river flooding, beaver dams, blocked culverts or
poor drainage design can result in a rise in water levels. The problems associated with high water levels
include washout (a sudden release of a large quantity of water which quickly damages the trackbed),
massive shear failure caused by submersion of track substructure, pier scour, and bridge foundation
erosion that may occur with or without train loading. The closure of some of the Canadian Pacific and
Canadian National lines in British Columbia in fall 2021 due to flooding is an example of how the extreme
water events can affect not only the train operations but also the entire supply chain. Climate change is
expected to exacerbate flooding issues [1] and extreme precipitation is projected to increase in Canada
under both low and high emission scenarios. An extreme precipitation event that now occurs every 50, 20,
and 10 years is expected to occur every 10, 5, and 3 years under high-emission scenarios [2], a significant
change that will affect infrastructure in the future.
Railways strive to identify the development of problematic water levels in the area surrounding the track.
This includes observations from hi-rail trucks by trained inspectors to identify indications of water problems
during their routine inspections and air reconnaissance patrols that take place once or twice each year. In
addition, when rainfall occurs over multiple days and a sustained accumulation is identified, the railways
increase the number of patrols ahead of train traffic. Also, when a certain area is expected to have a large
amount of continuous rain or when a severe weather advisory is issued, the railway companies implement
additional track patrols to monitor drainage along the railway right-of-way. These inspections rely on the
inspectors’ judgment regarding the water level, have a very limited range of coverage, and do not provide
visibility on the water issue in the areas that are out of visual range but still close enough to affect the track.
The air reconnaissance patrols cover a larger area but they are not as frequent.
In 2019, National Research Council Canada (NRC) and Transport Canada (TC) undertook a collaborative
research project to evaluate the potential of emerging technologies such satellite imagery and UAV-based
imagery to detect water bodies near railway tracks (called Phase-I hereafter). The four Canadian railway
companies interviewed by NRC during Phase-I of this project stated that even though the current water
inspection procedures are sufficient for safe railway operation, there is certainly room for improvement,
especially using the new technologies. The interviewees also indicated that, in their opinion, water issues
have become more frequent in recent years. Therefore, to assist in the identification of future impacts from
expected climate changes, it is imperative to develop new methods for water inspection near railway tracks,
particularly through the use of new and emerging technologies. In Phase-I, some available satellite and
UAV images were processed to extract surface water information. Based on these limited analysis, NRC
compared the advantages and limitations of using UAV and satellite data for water inspection with hirail/visual inspection using five different indicators: spatial and temporal resolution, visibility range, water
detectability, and cost of data acquisition. As described in Table 1, each method has its own advantages
and limitations and given the information obtained regarding water-related derailments during the interviews
and the review of TSB’s investigation reports (presented in the Phase-I report1 in detail), the current state
of UAV and satellite technology is not sufficient for use as the sole method of water monitoring near railway
1

National Research Council Canada (2020).” Emerging Technologies for Monitoring and Managing Water Levels around Railway
Tracks”. Technical report prepared for Transport Canada Innovation Center, Ottawa, ON.
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tracks. However, the limited observations from Phase-I of suggested that these technologies offer an
inexpensive and effective method that provides information about the water issues and supplements the
information from current inspection methods.
Table 1. Comparing the advantages and limitations of various water monitoring methods (from Phase-I).

Spatial
resolution

Visibility
range

Water
detectability

Depending
on satellite
platform it
varies

No limit

Easy water
detection due
to water
response to
radar signals

UAV

Depending on
resolution of
camera and
flight height

Flexible

Depending on
flight height,
approximately
~10-50 m
around the
track

Hi-rail
Inspecti
on

Human eye,
railways
indicated that
inspectors may
become less
sensitive to
change of
water level

2-3 times a
week, could
become
more
frequent

Satellite

Depending on
satellite
platform it
varies

Temporal
Resolution

Right-of-way

Challenging
as colour of
water differs

Human eye

Cost*

Major
limitation

$

Inadequate
spatial and
temporal
resolution
for water
issues with
ROW

$$

A greater
dataset of
images
required for
automating
water
detection
process

$$$

Not
automated,
limited in
range

* Cost of data acquisition
In 2020, NRC and Transport Canada agreed to start Phase-II of this project whose main goal is to further
evaluate these technologies by conducting field trials. In Phase-II data from three different platforms
(satellites, UAV, and hi-rail truck) were collected and processed to evaluate their potential in water detection
through limited field trials. The field trials included different types of sensors such as LiDAR and highresolution visible and infrared cameras. The combination of various sensors and platforms provides a wide
range of complementary information with different spatial and temporal resolutions as well as different fields
of view.
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2 Objectives and scope of Phase-II
The goal of Phase-II is to collect data from three different platforms (satellite, UAV, and instrumented hi-rail
truck) and different sensors (high-resolution camera and LiDAR) over several test sections and process the
measurements to identify the surface water near railway tracks. This framework provides a basis to further
compare the advantages and limitations of each platform in terms of their range of vision, resolution and
accuracy. The combination of three platforms will enable us to inspect surface water at different distances
from railway track, with satellite data providing the widest coverage and lowest resolution and instrumented
hi-rail truck data providing the narrowest coverage with highest resolution.
The following tasks were accomplished during Phase-II of this project:
Stage-I (January 2021-March 2021):
•

Four test sections along VIA Rail’s line in Ontario were selected to be the main study sites for this
project after consultation with VIA Rail and several site visits.

•

The UAV test experiments including flight map and sensors to be deployed were designed.

•

The hi-rail truck was inspected to obtain the safety certificates required for deploying it on a
railway track.

•

An instrumentation plan was designed to install sensors, processing units, and power supply on
the hi-rail truck.

Note: the work conducted during Stage-I was summarized in a report submitted in March 2021 2.
Stage-II (April 2021-March 2022):
•

Four UAV surveys were conducted between June and October 2021 (with at least one month
time difference between any two consecutive runs) along the four test sections3 (described in
detail in Section 3).

•

Analyzed the collected UAV images and created different 2D and 3D products that were used to
map the spatial and temporal changes in surface water area and water level (described in detail
in Section 3).

•

Acquired satellite images from the PlanetScope platform at times that corresponded to the UAV
surveys, and mapped the extent of surface water (described in detail in Section 3).

2

National Research Council Canada (2021). “Emerging Technologies for Monitoring and Managing Water Levels around Railway
Tracks, Phase II-Stage I”. Technical report prepared for Transport Canada Innovation Center, Ottawa, ON.
3 NRC had proposed minimum of two UAV runs over a selected section of track in the statement of work. Given the conditions
observed in the field, the availability of the time, and the interest of the host railway, it was decided to expand the scope of work to
four UAV runs along four different test sections (in total 16 runs for UAV surveys were conducted).
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•

Used the collected UAV images to enhance the AI algorithm that was developed in Phase-I, and
developed a new AI algorithm based on a recently introduced machine learning technique for
water detection (described in detail in Section 4).

•

Conducted two runs of the instrumented hi-rail truck between Ottawa and Brockville and collected
approximately 180 km of track data (described in detail in Section 5).

•

Processed the data collected during the hi-rail runs (described in detail in Section 5).
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3 Using UAV and satellite imagery for mapping water
3.1 Data collection
This section describes the methodology followed for acquiring the data and assessing surface water over
four test sites using UAV and satellite imagery at four different dates between June and October, 2021. The
data processing required to generate a 3D point cloud, a DSM, and an orthomosaic, and to classify surface
water from the orthomosaics and the satellite imagery, is explained. Finally, a general analysis is presented
to quantify the changes in water surface area and elevation for specific sections along the railway.

3.1.1 Test sites
Four test sections along VIA Rail’s track between Ottawa and Brockville were selected for acquiring UAV
and satellite data. These sites were selected following a preliminary field visit performed by the project team
in March 2021 as well as consultation with VIA Rail. The selected sites are prone to high water level and
flooding. The water levels in creeks and ponds alongside these sections are affected by the presence of
beaver dams, and to a larger extent by seasonal fluctuations in water levels in the region. Figure 1 shows
the relative location of the four test sites.

Figure 1. The relative location of test sites along VIA Rail’s track in eastern Ontario for assessing change in surface
water levels.

A standardized flight plan with a 50 m buffer on both sides of the track (Figure 2) was defined for each test
site using ArcGIS 10.7.1, taking into consideration the UAV’s flight endurance, environmental parameters,
accessibility, and camera characteristics (described in Section 3.1.2). The flight plan allowed for repeating
the data acquisition of each area over four different dates. Table 2 shows the total planned area for each
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test section, while Table 3 summarizes the time periods for the imagery acquisition. Because the main
airframe and camera used in the project were not available for July 30 th, a separate system was used for
this date. The delays in train schedule, wind conditions, and ground support engagement impacted the
overall UAV operation, and it was possible to collect the data from the four test sites on the same day only
during the last deployment.
Table 2. Total area planned for UAV data acquisition for each subdivision.

Site

Subdivision

Inspected Area (ha)

Site 1A

Brockville

3.11

Site 1B

Brockville

1.44

Site 2

Brockville

4.88

Site 3A

Smith Falls

1.79

Table 3. UAV data acquisition dates.

Aug. 6th

Sep. 9th

Sep. 10th

Site

Subdivision

June 2nd

*July 30th

Oct. 19th

Site 1A

Brockville









Site 1B

Brockville









Site 2

Brockville



Site 3A

Smith Falls













* Matrice 600 Pro with X5 Camera.

The flight plan for each test section was imported into DJI Pilot app, for which an example is shown in
Figure 2. For the primary camera system (DJI P1), a smart oblique mission type was selected. Compared
to the more conventional nadir image capture, oblique photography increases the amount of images in
specific angles and the image rate. The green lines outside the blue polygon shown in Figure 2 are oblique
line photos that are used to photograph the sides of the objects inside the polygon. Figure 3 schematically
explains the difference between the oblique photography and conventional nadir image capture.
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Figure 2. Example of mission planning in DJI Pilot for one of the test sites.

Figure 3. Nadir vs DJI’s smart oblique capture implemented by the P1 camera.

The overlap varies in this mission type based on the location of the flight lines (inside or outside the primary
area of interest). The ISO and shutter speed were set automatically to ensure maximum picture quality. For
the P1, the flights heights were 80 m (August – October) and 100 m (June). After processing the results, it
was found that by lowering the flight height to 80 m, higher resolution photographs could be collected while
completing the acquisition in the time available on track. For the alternate system used in July, the flight
altitude was set to 50 m to achieve a similar ground sampling distance.
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3.1.2 Airframes and sensors
The main airframe used for acquiring UAV imagery was DJI’s Matrice 300 RTK (Real-time Kinematic
Positioning). The M300RTK is DJI’s enterprise advanced quadcopter developed for industrial applications
(e.g. power lines, railway and oil and gas inspections). Among its many advantages, the system was chosen
for its flying time of up to 55 minutes, advanced Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and obstacle detection /
collision avoidance capabilities. In combination with a base station positioned at a known location (i.e.
latitude, longitude and altitude), the RTK allows for real-time correction of the geotag position for each
image collected by the camera. This real-time geo-correction results in an uncertainty of 1 cm horizontal
and 1.5 cm vertical for each captured image. For the data collection, we used DJI’s D-RTK 2 Mobile Station
combined with an Emlid RS2. The RS2 was used to determine the precise position of the D-RTK 2 antenna
because of its ability to receive incoming Networked Transport of RTCM (Radio Technical Commission for
Maritime Services) via Internet Protocol (NTRIP) corrections. The accurate position of the base station was
then updated within the controller used for RTK corrections of the photographs in the subsequent flight.
The RGB camera mounted on the DJI M300RTK is the current flagship UAV camera, DJI’s Zenmuse P1,
with a full frame sensor able to capture 45 megapixel photographs, 3-axis stabilized gimbal and capable of
capturing photographs in smart oblique mode (i.e. smart oblique capture). Intuitively, in combination with
nadir images, the oblique images captured by the P1 reduce the flight time considerably while increasing
the amount of data available for the photogrammetric process. These multi-angle photographs are then
used to generate the 3D point clouds, a detailed DSM and orthomosaics. Figure 4 shows the field integration
of the different components considered for acquiring high accuracy images for the photogrammetry
process.
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Figure 4. Different components for UAV data acquisition over railway sections for detection of surface water (RS2 not
shown here).

DJI’s Matrice600Pro (M600P) with a Zenmuse X5 camera was used for the July 30th data collection, since
the M300RTK system was not available. The M600Pis a six-rotor UAV, with a maximum takeoff weight of
21 kg (10.2 kg payload), that uses an A3 Pro flight controller with triple redundant GPS, compass, and IMU
units [3]. Following Kalacska et al. (2021) a differential real-time kinetic (D-RTK) GPS (dual-band, fourfrequency receiver) module with the A3 Pro was implemented to improve navigation precision. The DJI
Ground Station Pro software provided the automated flight control. The camera used was the Zenmuse X5,
with a sensor size of 17.3 mm × 13.0 mm, 16MP images, diagonal field of view (FOV) of 72°, shutter speed
of 8s–1/8000 s and weight of 530 g. To achieve comparable results to the M300RTK, the flight plan for the
M600P used a double grid pattern with 85% front and side overlaps. Table 4 shows the acquisition mode,
altitude and base station used for the different flights.
Table 4. Acquisition mode, system and base station used for data collection at railway sites.
Date

Site

Acquisition Mode

System

Base station

Altitude

June 2
June 2
June 2
July 30
July 30
Aug 6
Aug 6
Sept 9

1A
1B
2
1A
1B
2
3A
1A

Smart oblique
Smart oblique
Smart oblique
Double Grid
Double Grid
Smart oblique
Smart oblique
Smart oblique

M300 + P1 (rented)
M300 + P1 (rented)
M300 + P1 (rented)
M600Pro + X5
M600Pro + X5
M300 + P1
M300 + P1
M300 + P1

Reach RS2 + Smartnet NTRIP
Reach RS2 + Smartnet NTRIP
Reach RS2 + Smartnet NTRIP
DRTK1*
DRTK1*
DRTK2 + Smartnet NTRIP
DRTK2 + Smartnet NTRIP
DRTK2 + Smartnet NTRIP

100
100
100
50
50
80
80
80
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Sept 9
1B
Smart oblique
Sept 10
2
Smart oblique
Sept 10
3A
Smart oblique
Oct 19
1A
Smart oblique
Oct 19
1B
Smart oblique
Oct 19
2
Smart oblique
Oct 19
3A
Smart oblique
*Only used for flight controller.

M300 + P1
M300 + P1
M300 + P1
M300 + P1
M300 + P1
M300 + P1
M300 + P1

DRTK2 + Smartnet NTRIP
DRTK2 + Smartnet NTRIP
DRTK2 + Smartnet NTRIP
DRTK2 + Smartnet NTRIP
DRTK2 + Smartnet NTRIP
DRTK2 + Smartnet NTRIP
DRTK2 + Smartnet NTRIP

80
80
80
80
80
80
80

3.1.3 UAV image processing
The objective of the UAV data collection was to map the temporal changes in the extent of surface water
and the water levels for each test section. Both 2D and 3D products were generated for each test site and
each survey date. A main consideration was for all photos from the UAV systems to have both the
geolocation (latitude/longitude with WGS84 horizontal datum and ellipsoidal height (WGS84)) of the centre
of the frame and the altitude embedded into the Exchangeable Image File (EXIF) data. To produce a 3D
point cloud, DSM, and orthomosaic the images were processed in Pix4D Mapper v4.6.4 (Pix4D) to
implement a Structure from Motion Multi-View Stereo Photogrammetry (SfM-MVS) workflow (Figure 5
shows the overall SfM-MVS process). In essence, the SfM process allows estimation of a 3D surface from
a set of 2D views (e.g. photos from UAV) [4]. Once the photos are added to the Pix4D workflow for each
test section and date, the camera information is automatically detected (e.g. Zenmuse P1). Variables such
as location, and horizontal and vertical uncertainty are read from the EXIF file from each photo. The camera
information also allows the software to account for lens distortion and other internal and external camera
parameters, which are corrected throughout the process. Keypoints, which are points of unique texture
between images, are determined in the initial steps of the SfM process. The algorithm then uses these
keypoints to find matches between the images. As described in [5], Pix4D uses a modified scale-invariant
feature transform (SIFT) algorithm, which generates a sparse 3D cloud. A multi-view stereo
photogrammetry algorithm is used [6] to improve this initial sparse cloud by increasing the point density in
the 3D space. To create a digital surface model based on the dense 3D point cloud, an inverse distance
weighting interpolation is used. In the last step on this process, the DSM is combined with the UAV photos
to generate an orthomosaic, which is a 2D representation of the mapped area without perspective distortion.
Given the optimization of the field data acquired during October, all other datasets were aligned in Pix4D
to the October dataset through the use of 3D ground control points extracted from the October DSM and
orthomosaics. The final DSM and orthomosaics were spatially degraded to a pixel size of 3 cm.
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Figure 5. Implementation of SfM-MVS to derived railway products: 3D point cloud, DSM, and orthomosaic.

3.1.4 Satellite imagery
Imagery from the PlanetScope Dove (PS) satellite constellation was used for the classification of surface
water and wetland near the railway track over a larger area than captured by the UAV. The PS constellation
encompasses approximately 130 small form factor satellites (10 cm x 10 cm x 30 cm), which allows a very
high temporal resolution capable of capturing the entire Earth’s surface daily. This is ideal for assessing
changes over short periods of time unless the surface is obscured by cloud cover. The pixel size of the
imagery is 3 m, and the spectral resolution is 4 bands (blue, green, red and near-infrared wavelength
ranges). For this study, imagery was downloaded from the Planet Explorer website4 for June 2nd, July 30th,
August 3rd, September 10th, and October 19th, 2021. Figure 6 shows the extent of the images used for the
water classification process and compares it with the area covered by UAV surveys.

4

https://www.planet.com/explorer
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Figure 6. PlanetScope satellite imagery for sites 1A, 1B and 2 showing the landscape context for water surface
classification.

3.2 Water classification from UAV orthomosaics and satellite imagery
A Geographic Object Based Image Analysis (GEOBIA) approach [7] was applied to both the UAV
orthomosaics and satellite imagery to generate a water / non-water (i.e. vegetation, impermeable surfaces)
classification, using eCognition Developer 9.4 and 10.2 (Trimble Geospatial, Sunnyvale, CA, USA). Given
the low number of bands for both UAV and satellite imagery, GEOBIA classification takes advantage of the
high spatial resolution and incorporation of ancillary data (i.e. elevation), using an image segmentation
approach where homogeneous features in the image are identified [8]. Subsequently, in a classification
step, these segments are classified based on their spectral (or colour), spatial and contextual information
[8]. GEOBIA interprets an image similarly to a human by taking advantage of the texture (e.g. tree crowns),
patterns (e.g. linear features like roads), and recognition of objects (e.g. houses in an urban area) (e.g. [9]
[10]).
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The UAV orthomosaics and satellite imagery were first segmented using a multi-resolution segmentation
algorithm5. Then, for the UAV imagery, the segments were initially classified into elevated and non-elevated
objects depending on their mean height (from the DSM). The threshold was independently determined for
each area because the height represents height above ellipsoid (HAE) which varies in space. The nonelevated objects were classified as water and included the floating plant class. Water can be found with
exposed (clear and open) surface or with a considerable amount of its surface covered in floating aquatic
vegetation. The thin leaves of these species of plants are either connected by a stem to a rooted plant, or
free floating and growing as an interconnected or loose-leaved carpet along the surface (some examples
are shown in Figure 7). For the purpose of measuring the water coverage area these leaves must also be
considered as water, otherwise the water’s extent would be underestimated. The rooted plants with leaves
floating on the surface belong to two species: ellipsoid leaves of 5-7 cm are usually long-lead pondweed
(Potamogeton nodosus) (Figure 7 A), and the heart shaped round leaves belong to the common water lily
(Nymphea odorata) (Figure 7 B). Floating plants covering the surface may be intermixed between the
plantlets belonging to the common duckweed (Lemna minor) (Figure 7 C), or the rosettes of the common
water lettuce (Pistia stratioites) (Figure 7 D). Figure 7 E shows the location of plants in the context of open
water close to the railway track.

Figure 7. Examples of vegetation on surface water.

The elevated objects were refined into finer classes representing trees, wetland grasses, gravel, metal (e.g.,
rails), wood (e.g., railway ties) and soil by selecting a representative set of training samples. We trained
and applied a nearest neighbor or Bayes classifier based on object level mean and standard deviation
values of the digital numbers (or reflectance from the PlanetScope Dove imagery) from each band on
following [11] (Figure 8). Finally, because the main objective was to compare surface water across sites
and time periods, we simplified the detailed classes to produce three final classes: water, vegetation, and
manmade structures.

5

The following parameters were used for segmentation: scale = 30, shape = 0.1 and compactness = 0.5.
For the satellite imagery parameters were: scale = 20, shape = 0.1 and compactness = 0.5
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Figure 8. Example of GEOBIA segmentation (A) and classification (B) in eCognition for the June 1st data from Site 2.

The same steps were followed for the satellite imagery with the exception that a layer stack of all four
images was first created to delineate the boundaries of the wetland and derive the total water area. For
single dates there was considerable confusion between the wetland class and other terrestrial vegetation
in the study area because the imagery only contained four spectral bands. The pheno-spectral properties
of those classes differ however, so the inclusion of all dates allowed us to exploit that temporal difference.
The open water area was then extracted separately for each image.
To illustrate the quality of the UAV GEOBIA classifications, we carried out an accuracy assessment for Site
1B (September 30th). We generated 144 points representing water, vegetation and infrastructure through
visual interpretation of the orthomosaic. Overall, the GEOBIA classification led to an accurate extraction of
the surface water extent allowing for comparison over time. Table 5 illustrates an example of the confusion
matrix (summary of prediction results) for the September Site 1B classification.
Table 5. Confusion matrix for the September Site 1B classification.

Infrastructure-classification
Vegetation-classification
Water-classification
Producer’s accuracy (%)

Infrastructurereference
22
0
0
100

Vegetationreference
0
84
5
94.3

Waterreference
0
0
33
100

User’s accuracy (%)
100
100
86.8
OA (%)=96.5

To validate the wetland baseline classification from the satellite imagery, 75 random points were generated
within the boundaries of the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry wetland database’s 6
verified polygons. The random points were generated with a minimum distance constraint of 10 m.

3.2.1 Analysis
To test the proof of concept regarding the utility of the UAV derived orthomosaic classification in assessing
changes in water surface area, we compared the water surface results across time for the four test sites
(Figure 1). Cloud Compare v2.12 and PotreeDesktop v1.8 were used to visualize and extract elevation
6

This database can be accessed from the following link:
https://geohub.lio.gov.on.ca/datasets/mnrf::wetlands/about.
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profiles from the sites’ 3D point clouds to assess vertical changes in the water profiles across periods and
within sites.
Similarly, water vs non-water classification from the PlanetScope imagery for the four periods was
compared around each railway section.

3.2.2 Results
Mission planning, and data acquisition and processing are key aspects for determining the vertical and
horizontal change in water surface within the selected areas and across periods. Table 6 shows the data
volume in terms of number of photos, area mapped, total number of points for each generated 3D cloud as
well as the file size for each orthomosaic. A total of 11,986 photographs were taken, and 43.09 hectares
encompassing the four sites were mapped. Results from the 3D point cloud reveal a minimum of 1106
pts/m2 and a maximum of 3709 pts/m 2, a mean of 2306 pts/m 2 with a standard deviation of 760 pts/m 2. This
point density is considerably higher than what is obtained from UAV LiDAR. We found less than 3-5 cm of
difference in the elevation of features that are considered to be fixed (such as rails and ties) in the three
survey dates compared to the data collected in October. These very small differences indicate the point
clouds are accurate and in good agreement over time and with actual field conditions. Figure 9 provides an
example of the orthomosaic product for Site 1A at 3 cm ground sampling distance (GSD), showing the
surface water during June 2nd, 2021. In the inset of the same figure, given the high spatial resolution, it is
possible to see submerged vegetation. Figure 10 shows an example of a point cloud from August 6 th (Site
3A).
Table 6. UAV data acquisition and SfM- MVS results for railway sites across time periods.

Site 1A
June 2nd, 2021
July 30th, 2021
Sept 9th, 2021
Oct 19th, 2021
Site 1B
June 2nd, 2021
July 30th, 2021
Sept 9th, 2021
Oct 19th, 2021
Site 2
June 2nd, 2021
Aug 6th, 2021
Sept 10th, 2021
Oct 19th, 2021
Site 3A
Aug 6th, 2021
Sept 10th, 2021
Oct 19th, 2021
Total

Version 1.0

No.
Photos

Area
Orthomosaic (ha)

Total No. Points
3D Cloud (MM)

Point Density
(pts/m2)

File size (GB)

659
605
1017
1019

3.11
3.11
3.11
3.11

53.8
35.9
120.0
115.6

1664
1140
3709
3574

1.37
1.19
3.98
4.74

360
405
485
483

1.44
1.44
1.44
1.44

26.9
16.7
37.7
37.6

1786
1106
2501
2495

0.89
0.55
1.25
1.25

908
1262
1576
1499

4.88
4.88
4.88
4.88

95.5
119.7
136.9
135.1

1900
2381
2722
2687

3.92
4.91
5.61
4.75

529
590
589
11986

1.79
1.79
1.79
43.09

33.2
45.1
50.8

1781
2418
2724

1.10
1.50
2.08
39.09
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Figure 9. Orthomosaic product at 3cm GSD for Site 1A from June 2nd, 2021. Inset shows a closer look at the water
surface, revealing the clear details of the submerged vegetation.
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Figure 10. Example of the 3D point cloud output from the SfM-MVS photogrammetry workflow showing A) RGB true
colour and B) elevation expressed as height above ellipsoid generated for Site 3A from August.

For the flight lines acquired with the M300RTK and P1 camera, there is an estimate of the spatial uncertainty
of the geotags (Table 7). Values less than 3 cm generally indicate a fix GNSS solution for the duration of
the flight. The larger values from August for Site 2 indicate some of the photographs were geotagged with
a float RTK solution.
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Table 7. Average values of the uncertainty of the geotags for longitude, latitude and height.
Date

Site

Altitude m
AGL

Avg RTKStd
Lon (m)

Avg RTKStd
Lat (m)

Avg RTKStd
Hgt (m)

Avg RTKDiffAge7
(sec)

June 2
June 2
June 2
July 30
July 30
Aug 6
Aug 6
Sept 9
Sept 9
Sept 10
Sept 10
Oct 19
Oct 19
Oct 19
Oct 19

1A
1B
2
1A
1B
2
3A
1A
1B
2
3A
1A
1B
2
3A

100
100
100
50
50
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80
80

0.010
0.010
0.011
0.518
0.010
0.010
0.010
0.012
0.011
0.011
0.010
0.011
0.010

0.013
0.012
0.014
0.824
0.014
0.014
0.013
0.014
0.014
0.013
0.014
0.015
0.016

0.022
0.023
0.022
1.335
0.024
0.023
0.021
0.021
0.023
0.023
0.022
0.020
0.020

1.4
1.4
1.4
1.6
1.3
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.3
1.4

Changes in exposed water surface area and water elevation for all sites and survey dates are shown in
Figure 11 and Figure 12, respectively. As expected at sites 1A, 1B and 2, June 2 nd has the largest surface
water area since the immature wetland vegetation exposes a larger portion of the water surface (i.e. due to
the seasonal changes in vegetation). For site 3A the water source is a creek, rather than a wetland with
dense stands of emergent vegetation such as cattails (Typha sp.), and therefore the water surface area
has increased from August to October. As a result of the seasonal vegetation dynamics in the wetlands,
use of the exposed water area as a proxy for water surface should be interpreted with caution. Alternatively,
Figure 12 showcases the utility of the 3D point cloud for assessing small to large changes in the water
levels. The markers on this figure show the location of culvert/bridge and the surface water during each
data collection and the values on dotted line indicate the difference between the bridge/culvert and the
water surface in cm. For instance, from June 2nd to August 6th, the water level increased about 12 cm at
Site 2 while it decreased 32 cm between August end and September 10. The impact of the growth of
vegetation (grass) on the culverts is noticeable for sites 1A and 1B.

7

The RTKDiffAge represents how old the corrections received by the unit are, obtained by subtracting the
time the correction message was generated from when it was received.
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Figure 11. Exposed surface water in percent across sites and periods based on a GEOBIA classification of the
orthomosaics (3 cm pixel size).
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Figure 12. Median height values and vertical differences between culvert or bridge structure (above dotted line) and
water level (below dotted line) across sites and periods, based on 3D point cloud profiles.
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At the larger scale, Figure 13 illustrates the overall area of the wetland and the composite and time-specific
extractable exposed surface water for the four dates from PlanetScope satellite imagery. For the wetland
baseline classification we found an overall accuracy of 74.6%. All misclassified points were located in areas
with dense tree cover which we had interpreted as 'forest'. According to the Ontario wetland database6 the
wetlands in the study area are classified as swamps. The definition of a 'swamp' in the Canadian Wetland
Classification is [12]:
"...wetlands where standing or gently moving waters occur seasonally or persist for long periods,
leaving the subsurface continuously waterlogged. The water may also be present as a subsurface
flow of mineralized water. The water table may drop seasonally below the rooting zone of the
vegetation, creating aerated conditions at the surface. Their substrate consists of mixtures of
mineral and organic materials, and peat deposited may be present. The vegetation may consist of
dense coniferous or deciduous forest, or tall shrub thickets."
As expected, due to the changes in the vegetation cover over the growing season, the water area is
underestimated from the satellite imagery (3 m pixels). In general very few areas of exposed surface water
are large enough to be the main contributor to the pixels. The growth of the wetland vegetation obscures
the view of the water and hence its extraction from the imagery. However, the imagery is beneficial to
extract the overall area (i.e., wetland) which is prone to flooding.
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Figure 13. Changes in exposed surface water area and the delineation of the wetlands from PlanetScope satellite
imagery.

3.3 Web visualization
A temporary website8 was developed to showcase the UAV derived orthomosaics and 3D point cloud
products in this project (Figure 3-14 shows the website interface). The 3D point clouds are hosted via Potree
and the orthomosaics via ArcGIS online. The web visualization tool allows the user to compare the
orthomosaics across dates. The online tool allows the user to carry out basic measurements with the 3D
point cloud, such as visualizing heights profiles, and making distance and volume measurements, among
8

https://arsl.geog.mcgill.ca/infrastructure/
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others. For both websites, a video explaining the main functionalities is also available. Figures 3-14A and
3-14B show examples of the orthomosaic and 3D point cloud, respectively, in the web interface. The access
to the datasets online is restricted, requiring a log in.

B

(A)

(B)
Figure 14. Examples of the web interface for visualization and basic operations for orthomosaics (A) and 3D point
clouds (B) derived from UAV SfM-MVS photogrammetry.

3.4 Discussion
Our approach shows the utility of UAV photogrammetry to measure changes in the vertical distance
between water surface and track infrastructure, as well as the quantification of the exposed surface water
for four sites across four dates. Nevertheless, it is important to recognize that these local changes
determined from the UAV data are part of a larger hydrological unit (i.e. the wetland) that should also be
monitored. For example, ancillary data such as rainfall and snow melt events should be added to better
define and predict the localized changes next to the tracks. Three of the sites are located within a large
wetland area (Figure 13). Despite the surface appearing as a solid surface of vegetation, the majority of the
vegetation in this area consists of emergent species such as cattails and other grasses. While they may
obscure the aquatic component leaving only the open channels as exposed water, the entire wetland area
is prone to flooding and beaver activity would affect the water level across the entire wetland. Given the
small extents of exposed surface water and the narrow channels, multi-temporal satellite imagery is best
suited for regional scale monitoring and assessments of the areas. As opposed to the mapping of open
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surface water from large fast-moving rivers or lakes (e.g., [13], [11], [14]), the wetland ecosystem precludes
a precise assessment of the inundated area from satellite imagery.
Because of the dense wetland emergent vegetation, the vertical component of the UAV data is the best
indicator of rising water level. The difference in the exposed surface water between June and the other
months (Figure 11) shows that as the biomass increases in extent and height throughout the growing
season, the water surface is obscured. It would be visible only if the water height were to rise above the
wetland vegetation. The floating leaves further complicate the extraction based solely on the orthomosaics.
Incorporating the DSM into the classification enabled us to include as much of the water surface as possible.
Nevertheless, the vertical component from the point cloud (or DSM) is a more reliable indicator of rising
water level (e.g., Figure 12), especially from bridges where there is no vegetation growth on the edges as
can be found on culverts. However, regardless of the data product used, domain knowledge of the
ecosystem is important to ensure errors are not introduced through the interpretation. For example,
photogrammetry of clear water may retrieve the surface of the substrate or submerged vegetation as
opposed to the water surface. Therefore, the locations within the dataset from which measurements are
taken need to be carefully selected.
The consistent multi-temporal UAV datasets facilitate the change detection and quantification of the water
level. The use of a high precision RTK-enabled UAV with a photogrammetric camera is fundamentally
important for generating datasets used in this type of analysis. In areas such as the rail infrastructure where
no change or minimal changes in elevation occur, both the horizontal and vertical components must be
accurate, precise and repeatable for measures of change to be reliable.

3.5 Lessons learned and future work
The results of Phase-II suggested that the proposed framework for acquiring and processing the UAV and
satellite images provides valuable information regarding the extent of surface water and change in water
elevation near railway tracks. Even so there is still room for improvement to advance the framework closer
to a stage that could be used by the railways. Given the results of Phase-II, the NRC believes that the
application of UAV for monitoring water near railway tracks needs to be separated into two categories: 1)
developing UAV solution for regulatory/scheduled water inspection and 2) developing UAV solution for
special weather inspection and beaver dam monitoring. This classification is necessitated by the railways’
needs. For scheduled inspections, the same sections of track must be inspected on a weekly or monthly
basis and as a result data can be collected periodically with the same flight pattern. The acquired data can
be processed to find trends in water level and surface area and used to proactively identify high risk areas
and plan mitigation measures. The consistency of acquired data and quality of images are the most
important factors in this application. On the other hand, railways also need to inspect areas near the track
after extreme events such as heavy rainfall to ensure the safe passage of trains. In this application, the
emphasis is on inspecting long lengths of track over a short period of time. As a result the type of UAV, the
camera resolution camera, and even the UAV operation differ considerably between the two applications.
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4 Developing AI algorithms to detect water bodies near railway track
from UAV-based RGB images
The goal of this part of the project is to enhance the AI model (RailWater-UNet) that was developed in
Phase-I to detect water bodies near railway tracks by training the model with the images collected in PhaseII (detailed description provided in section 3.1). The RailWater-UNet model is a multi-scale fully
convolutional network (FCN) designed in an encoder-decoder architecture inspired by U-Net [15]. For a
given image, the model learns to identify and differentiate between different pixels (or groups of pixels)
belonging to the different classes (water, railway track or other regions). The technical description of the
proposed model is provided in Appendix A. In addition to the enhanced RailWater-UNet model, NRC
developed a new model, RailWater-ConvTrans, which has different structure than that of RailWater-UNet.
The proposed RailWater-ConvTrans integrates ideas from the recently developed Vision Transformer [16]
architecture. In addition, leveraging the geo-referenced RGB images, a method is developed to
automatically detect and visualize surface water change between two consecutive runs. This section
describes the dataset preparation, methodology for water segmentation and change detection, results and
discussions, and lessons learned and future work.

4.1 Data preparation
4.1.1 Test sites
In this work, the datasets for training, evaluation and testing of the AI model are built using the orthomosaic
products from three test sites at two different survey dates (Table 8). The orthomosaics were resampled to
represent an area of 3 cm x 3 cm per pixel (the steps to create these orthomosaics were described in
section 3.1.3).
Table 8. Orthomosaics used to enhance the AI algorithm

Run#

Date of Collection

Site Name

1
1
1
2
2
2
2

June 2
June 2
June 2
July 30
July 30
August 6
August 6

Site 1A
Site 1B
Site 2
Site 1A
Site 1B
Site 2
Site 3

4.1.2 Ground truth annotations
The orthomosaics were manually annotated to mark the ground truth regions of water and rail. As discussed
earlier, some sections of water include leaves and vegetation (Figure 7). To avoid the underestimation of
the extent of the water bodies, an additional type of region named “vegwater” was also marked to indicate
regions such as floating vegetation over water and the appearance of vegetation or soil beneath water. The
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three classes of regions are then annotated in the dataset as water, rail and “vegwater”. Any other features
that did not fall into any of these classes are assigned to the background class. While annotation is
undertaken with great diligence, manually marking each pixel is not feasible so polygons are used to
enclose regions of interest. However, marking polygons for very small regions is difficult and time
consuming. For the next phase, it is proposed to develop a semi-automated human-in-the-loop annotation
tool to mark water regions.
The adopted annotation workflow is as follow: On each orthomosaic, polygons were manually drawn around
regions of water, rail and “vegwater” (Figure 15). The polygon points and associated labels are stored in a
JSON file. An image file is generated using the JSON file to represent the ground truth mask (an abstract
representation of the annotated image) as a 2D array of same height and width as the corresponding
orthomosaic. The values of the mask, representing the class indices of corresponding pixels in the
orthomosaic, were assigned as background (0), rail (1), water (2) and “vegwater” (3). An example of the
array corresponding to a small image is shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 15. Ground truth annotations: polygons drawn on regions of rail, water and “vegwater” (a section of Site 1A
Run2 orthomosaic is shown as an example)

Figure 16. An illustrative example showing an annotation mask (right) for a 5x5 image patch (left) from an
orthomosaic: the mask has values ‘1’ for pixels marked as water and values of ‘0’ for pixels marked as background.

The water regions filled with vegetation represent challenging cases for a water segmentation AI model.
Experiments are conducted to evaluate the model’s performance when such regions were considered as a
separate “vegwater” class as well as when such regions were combined with clear water into a single class.

4.1.3 Samples generation: orthomosaic tiling
The orthomosaic images are too large in size to be efficiently handled by deep learning-based AI models
in terms of computation time and memory consumption. Moreover, the proportions of regions of interest
(i.e. rail and water) are much lower than that of the background class. In light of these issues smaller
samples are extracted to train the AI model, instead of using whole orthomosaics, as follows:
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•

Tiles of size 416x416 (height x width) are extracted from each orthomosaic with an overlap of
50% between consecutive tiles. The ground truth annotation masks are also tiled accordingly.

•

Those tiles that have more than 50% of their area empty or contain neither water nor rail regions
are ignored.

In this manner, a set of samples (tiles and corresponding ground truth masks) is generated from each site’s
orthomosaic. Table 9 provides the number of tiles (samples) generated for each orthomosaic.
Table 9. Number of samples generated from each orthomosaic (each sample has a size of 416x416 pixels)

Site Name

No. of samples

Site 1A (Run1)
Site 1B (Run1)
Site 2 (Run1)
Site 1A (Run2)
Site 1B (Run2)
Site 2 (Run2)
Site 3 *(Only Run2)

672
210
840
672
210
840
255

4.1.4 Dataset organization
To train and evaluate the AI models, generated samples from each orthomosaic image are organized in
different ways to create the training, validation and testing sets. Each dataset version is named for easy
referencing:
•

R1-merged and R1-separate
o

•

R2-merged and R2-separate
o

•

Includes images from Run1 of all the test sites. The suffix “merged” refers to combining
water and “vegwater” classes as one class whereas “separate” refers to keeping them as
two separate classes.

Includes images from Run2 of all the test sites. The suffix “merged” refers to combining
water and “vegwater” classes as one class whereas “separate” refers to keeping these as
two separate classes.

Combined R1R2-Merged and Combined R1R2-Separate
o
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o

The suffix “merged” refers to the combination of water and “vegwater” classes as one,
whereas “separate” refers to keeping these as two separate classes.

4.2 Methodology
4.2.1 Water detection and segmentation
In this work, to automate the task of detecting water and rail-track regions in UAV-based RGB images, a
semantic segmentation approach is adopted. Given the orthomosaics of each site, the goal is to classify
and mark regions of pixels according to their associated class (water, rail or background). Although various
methods of semantic segmentation have been proposed over the years, NRC sought to leverage the
benefits of a popular deep learning-based model known as U-Net [15] inspired by its success in medical
image segmentation. The AI models developed in this work (i.e., enhanced RailWater-UNet and RailWaterConvTrans) are based on deep learning methods called convolutional neural networks and are designed
in an encoder-decoder architecture. In this manner, the model is trained to learn representations of training
data which helps in classifying and differentiating between different pixels (or groups of pixels) belonging
to the different classes in given RGB images captured by a UAV.
The output of both models is a segmentation mask array indicating the predicted class indices for each
corresponding pixel of the given image. The predicted masks of each tile are concatenated together to
produce a mask of the same size as the associated orthomosaic.
RailWater-UNet
The model developed in Phase-I was based on very limited data (i.e., a single site in a single run). The new
data collected in Phase-II covers multiple sites at different times. The new and slightly more diverse data is
used to enhance the RailWater-UNet model in terms of generalizability. The technical and architectural
details of RailWater-UNet are provided in Appendix A.
To address the issue of relatively smaller portions of water and rail regions in the images (i.e., the class
imbalance problem), the loss function of RailWater-UNet was upgraded in Phase-II to a recently proposed
function known as focal loss [17]. More explanation about loss function is provided in Section 4.3 and
Appendix C.
RailWater-ConvTrans
The RailWater-UNet model is further enhanced through algorithmic and architectural improvements.
Specifically, we adapted ideas from TransUNet [18] which employs the transformer block from Vision
Transformer models of [16] for processing of the low-level feature maps. We developed a transformerbased semantic segmentation model named RailWater-ConvTrans for the detection of rail, water and
“vegwater” areas. The overall architecture of the proposed model is shown in Figure 17. Further detail about
the structure of this model is provided in Appendix B.
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Figure 17. The architecture of RailWater-ConvTrans proposed and developed in this work inspired from [16].

4.2.2 Water change detection
This section discusses the methods used to detect change in surface water area (from 2D orthomosaics)
and the change in water level (from 3D point clouds) between two consecutive runs.
Surface Water Change
The 2D water change detection algorithm uses a water surface prediction model (RailWater-UNet or
RailWater-ConvTrans) to identify the water regions in a given geo-referenced orthomosaic. The algorithm
was further enhanced so that for a given test site the detected water regions from two orthomosaics
captured on different dates are compared to identify areas where there is a change in water surface. Figure
18 shows the workflow for our method. We define M1 and M2 as the aligned masks for the orthomosaic
21
21
images from Run1 and Run2, respectively, and 𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑐
and 𝑊𝑑𝑒𝑐
are the water area increases and decreases
from Run1 to Run2. Water change can be calculated as:
21
𝑊𝑖𝑛𝑐
= 𝑀2 − 𝑀1 ∩ 𝑀2
21
𝑊𝑑𝑒𝑐
= 𝑀1 − 𝑀1 ∩ 𝑀2
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Figure 18. Workflow of the 2D water change detection algorithm.

An example of the change detection algorithm is shown in Figure 19. Sub-figures a and b show surface
water area mapped for Site1A at Run1 and Run2, respectively (red overlay indicates water regions, and
blue indicates track regions). Sub-figure c shows changes in surface water areas in Run2 compared to
Run1, with areas that experienced water expansion shown in orange, and shrinkage in purple.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 19. Example of surface water area mapping

Water level Change
The algorithm was enhanced to measure the change in water elevation between two consecutive runs
using the following steps. First, the differences between the two DSMs corresponding to the two
orthomosaics are calculated. Then using the water area masks predicted by RailWater-UNet or RailWaterConvTrans, the non-water areas are removed. The remaining raster belongs to water area regions and
correspond to the water level change. Figure 20 shows the workflow of the 3D water change detection
algorithm.
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Figure 20. Workflow of the 3D water change detection algorithm

An example is shown in Figure 21, where the water elevation difference is shown in both a 2D heat map
and a 3D point cloud. A fixed threshold is set to filter out the outliers. The x-axis and y-axis in both plots of
this figure represent the image coordinates. The color and the z-axis in the 3D point cloud represent the
change of in water elevation. It should be noted that this analysis considers both water and “vegwater”
regions and as a result some of the changes in elevation may be caused by the growth in the vegetation.

Figure 21. 2D and 3D representation of water level change detected by the algorithm on Site 1A from Run1 to Run2.

4.3 Image analysis
This section summarizes the results of evaluating RailWater-ConvTrans and RailWater-UNet on the new
datasets collected during Phase-II. The effectiveness of these models are tested by using two different
metrics: intersection over union (IoU) and loss function. IoU allows measurement of the number of pixels
that were correctly classified with respect to the predictions and ground truth. The higher IoU/ or mean IoU
(mIoU) indicates more accurate segmentation results and implies better model performance. The loss
function calculates the model error, i.e. the difference between ground truth and predicted results from the
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models. The lower the loss function value, the better the model performance. A perfect model would have
a value of 0. Further detail about IoU and loss function can be found in Appendix C.
Fine-tuned hyperparameters would improve the performance of the deep learning model. Both RailWaterUNet and RailWater-ConvTrans share the same hyperparameter values. The hyperparameter settings in
the project are listed in the Appendix C.

4.3.1 Water detection and segmentation
To test the performance of the algorithm, various combinations of training, evaluation, and testing datasets
were considered. Table 10 and Table 11 describe the training, evaluation, and testing datasets used in
each experiment. Details about R1 and R2 were previously provided in Section 4.1.4.
Table 10. Dataset version related to D1 (merging “vegwater” and water regions as one class)

Name

D1-1

D1-3

Train/Val

R1-Merged

100%
CombinedR1R2Merged-Train/Val

Test

Description

R2-Merged

The models are trained and validated using all
images from R1 and tested on all images of R2,
considering water and “vegwater” regions as one
class water.

CombinedR1R2Merged-Test

The models are trained on all samples from
CombinedR1R2-Merged training set and tested on
samples from its testing set.
The goal of these experiments is to assess how the
model that trained on a portion of combined Run1
and Run2 data performs on unseen portions of the
combined data. The tiled samples of both Run1 and
Run2 of all sites are combined then randomly split
into training, validation and testing sets.
The models trained on CombinedR1R2-Merged data
(water and “vegwater” are combined as one class),
i.e. D1-3 models, are tested on each individual site
of each run.

D1-8

D1-8-5

D1-3 trained
model

Site_1A_Test (R1)
and (R2)

D1-3 testing on Site1A.

D1-8-6

D1-3 trained
model

Site_1B_Test (R1
and R2)

D1-3 testing on Site1B.

D1-8-7

D1-3 trained
model

Site_2_Test (R1 and
R2)

D1-3 testing on Site2.

D1-8-8

D1-3 trained
model

Site_3A_Test (R2)

D1-3 testing on Site3A.
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Table 11. Dataset version related to D2 (keeping “vegwater” and water regions as separate classes)

Name

D2-1

D2-3

Train/Val

R1-Separate

100%
CombinedR1R2SeparateTrain/Val

Test

Description

R2-Separate

The models are trained and validated using all
images from R1 and tested on all images of R2,
considering water and “vegwater” regions as
separate classes.

CombinedR1R2Separate-Test

The models are trained on all samples from
CombinedR1R2-Separate training set and tested on
samples from its testing set, considering “vegwater”
and water as separate classes.
As with D1-3, the goal of these experiments is to
assess how the model that trained on a portion of
combined Run1 and Run2 data performs on unseen
portions of the combined data, with “vegwater” as a
separate class.
The models trained on CombinedR1R2-Separate
data (water and “vegwater” are separate classes),
i.e., D2-3 models, are tested on each individual site
of each run.

D2-8

D2-8-5

D2-3 trained
model

Site_1A_Test (R1)
and (R2)

D2-3 testing on Site1A.

D2-8-6

D2-3 trained
model

Site_1B_Test (R1
and R2)

D2-3 testing on Site1B.

D2-8-7

D2-3 trained
model

Site_2_Test (R1 and
R2)

D2-3 testing on Site2.

D2-8-8

D2-3 trained
model

Site_3A_Test (R2)

D2-3 testing on Site3A.

D1-1
The goal of this experiment is to assess how the models would perform when trained only on data from
Run1 and tested on data from Run2, considering water and “vegwater” as one class. Figure 22 to Figure
25 show the performance of RailWater-ConvTrans and RailWater-UNet in the detection of rail and water
bodies measured by the loss function and the IoU/mIoU for the training and validation curves. Recall that
the loss function calculates the model error and the lower the loss function value the better is the model
performance. On the other hand, the higher mean IoU/mIoU indicates more accurate segmentation results
and implies better model performance. The training and validation curves indicate good results because
both processes are done on the same dataset (Run1).
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Figure 22. Training (left) and validation (right) loss function of RailWater-ConvTrans model on D1-1

Figure 23. Performance graphs of RailWater-ConvTrans on D1-1 validation data.

Figure 24. Training (left) and validation (right) loss of RailWater-UNet model on D1-1
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Figure 25. Performance graphs of RailWater-UNet on D1-1 validation data:

Table 12 shows the IoU/mIoU scores of both models for the testing dataset in the D1-1 experiment. As this
table shows, the testing performance of RailWater-UNet is much better than that of RailWater-ConvTrans.
This is because the RailWater-ConvTrans model is highly optimized for the training dataset (data-driven),
which might lead to a loss of generalization in unseen datasets. Figure 26 shows examples of predicted
outputs and their corresponding ground-truth for both models. Compared to the ground truth, the predicted
masks for both models are not considered accurate.
Table 12. Summary of the IoU/mIoU scores during testing of the models for the D1-1 experiment

Class \ Model

RailWater-ConvTrans

RailWater-UNet

Overall (mIoU)
Rail (IoU)
Water (IoU)

0.142
0.05
0.15

0.603
0.555
0.374
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Figure 26. Sample outputs of RailWater-ConvTrans (left two columns), RailWater-UNet (right two columns) on D1-1
test set. Red color refers to Rail, and blue color refers to water bodies.

D2-1
In this experiment (D2-1), the goal is to assess how the model performs when trained on one time period
(Run1) and tested later on (Run2) while considering water and “vegwater” regions as separate classes.
Figure 27Figure 27 to Figure 30 show the performance of RailWater-ConvTrans and RailWater-UNet in the

detection of rail, water bodies and “vegwater” through the loss function and the IoU/mIoU scores.
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Figure 27. Training (left) and validation (right) loss of ConvTrans model on D2-1
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Figure 28. Performance graphs of RailWater-ConvTrans on D2-1 validation data.

Figure 29. Training (left) and validation (right) loss of RailWater-UNet model on D2-1.

Figure 30. Performance graphs of RailWater-UNet, on D2-1 validation data

As shown in Table 13, the overall testing performance of RailWater-ConvTrans was better than that of
RailWater-UNet in this experiment (D2-1). This is attributed to the separation of water bodies into two
classes which allows the model to better detect and differentiate between features. The performance
improvement was relatively higher for the “rail” and “vegwater” classes. It is concluded that the RailWaterConvTrans expresses better results with the addition of the “vegwater” class. However, the behavior of
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RailWater-UNet in this experiment is almost the same as in the D1-1 experiment. Some sample outputs
from both models are shown in Figure 31.
Table 13. Summary of the IoU/mIoU scores during testing of the models for the D2-1 experiment.

Class \ Model

RailWater-ConvTrans

RailWater-UNet

Overall (mIoU)
Rail (IoU)
Water (IoU)
“vegwater” (IoU)

0.586
0.692
0.361
0.312

0.514
0.514
0.299
0.192
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Figure 31. Sample outputs of RailWater-ConvTrans (left two columns) and RailWater-UNet (right two columns) on
D2-1 test set . Yellow refers to Water, Green to “vegwater”, and Blue for Rail

Similar processing was conducted on the D1-3 and D2-3 experiments (described in Table 10 and Table
11), and the performance of RailWater-UNet and RailWater-ConvTrans during the training and evaluation
stages is presented in Appendix D. The testing stage results of both RailWater-UNet and RailWaterConvTrans during the D1-3 and D2-3 experiment are presented in Table 14 and Table 15.
Table 14. Summary of the IoU/mIoU scores of both models for the D1-3 experiment.

Class \ Model

RailWater-ConvTrans

RailWater-UNet

Overall (mIoU)
Rail (IoU)
Water (IoU)

0.906
0.960
0.796

0.935
0.970
0.810

Table 15. Summary of the IoU/mIoU scores of both models for the D2-3 experiment.

Class \ Model

RailWater-ConvTrans

RailWater-UNet

Overall (mIoU)
Rail (IoU)
Water (IoU)
Vegwater (IoU)

0.865
0.945
0.709
0.583

0.913
0.931
0.750
0.676

D1-8 and D2-8
The goal of the D1-8 experiment (explained earlier in Table 10) is to test the performance of the model
trained during the D1-3 experiment on orthomosaics from each test site. A similar process was performed
to perform D2-8 (explained earlier in Table 11) using the model trained during the D2-3 experiment (in
which water and “vegwater” are separated as two classes). The results of both experiments are presented
in Table 16 and Table 17 .
Based on the results obtained from the D1-8 and D2-8 experiments, we conclude that RailWater-ConvTrans
performs better than the RailWater-UNet when dealing with the combined classes water and “vegwater”
(as demonstrated in Table 16). However RailWater-UNet performs better than RailWater-ConvTrans in
case of separate classes (Table 17).
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Table 16. Summary of the IoU/mIoU scores of both models for the D1-8 experiment

Experiment
D1-8-5 (R1)
D1-8-5 (R2)
D1-8-6 (R1)
D1-8-6 (R2)
D1-8-7 (R1)
D1-8-7 (R2)
D1-8-8 (R2)

RailWater-ConvTrans
Overall
Rail
Water
0.728
0.797
0.847
0.825
0.851
0.828
0.664

0.978
0.971
0.977
0.982
0.971
0.980
0.971

0.538
0.519
0.827
0.772
0.832
0.799
0.561

RailWater-UNet
Overall
Rail
Water
0.661
0.759
0.858
0.800
0.742
0.635
0.615

0.959
0.955
0.969
0.957
0.945
0.935
0.940

0.467
0.474
0.841
0.747
0.710
0.584
0.514

Table 17. Summary of the IoU/mIoU scores of both models for the D2-8 experiment

Experiment

D2-8-5 (R1)
D2-8-5 (R2)
D2-8-6 (R1)
D2-8-6 (R2)
D2-8-7 (R1)
D2-8-7 (R2)
D2-8-8 (R2)

RailWater-ConvTrans

RailWater-UNet

Overall

Rail

Water

Vegwater

0.709
0.715
0.795
0.777
0.773
0.744
0.594

0.947
0.962
0.927
0.953
0.939
0.956
0.937

0.579
0.358
0.776
0.802
0.738
0.625
0.551

0.037
0.473
0.771
0.564
0.759
0.732
0.330

Overall

Rail

Water

Vegwater

0.726
0.742
0.840
0.809
0.794
0.670
0.620

0.967
0.955
0.972
0.963
0.966
0.955
0.924

0.597
0.387
0.808
0.792
0.789
0.600
0.577

0.050
0.542
0.845
0.679
0.724
0.623
0.392

4.3.2 Discussion and results analysis
The D1-1 and D2-1 experiments were conducted to simulate the performance of the models on unseen
data. While the RailWater-ConvTrans model initially yielded poor water detection results in D1-1, the
introduction of a third class ("vegwater") significantly increased the model's water IoU accuracy. However,
both the D1-1 and D2-1 experiments generated relatively poor results.
The D1-3 and D2-3 yielded better testing results than D1-1 and D2-1 because the model was trained on a
more diverse dataset and accustomed to all test sites and their corresponding runs. In these experiments,
the RailWater-UNet model outperformed RailWater-ConvTrans in detecting water bodies.
Experiments D1-8 and D2-8 were designed to predict the water areas for each site orthomosaic using the
models trained during the D1-3 and D2-3 experiments. Here the RailWater-ConvTrans model performed
slightly better than the RailWater-UNet model. Since each dataset was randomly generated, the number of
training slices containing water areas may have differed between datasets. If a dataset contains more
training images with greater water representation, the models will be better accustomed to predicting water
regions on test images because these images have more water data. Additionally, the appearance of water
in the same orthomosaics can be different from one region to another. If the set of randomly selected water
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images includes more clear water images than opaque water images, this will influence the final results of
the algorithm.
Another factor to consider is that the water color differs among the test sites and their corresponding runs.
Because surface water can take on different shapes and colors, the models perform accurately on what
they recognize as water, and do not perform well with previously unseen colors, shapes, etc. This is
particularly relevant in the D1-1 and D2-1 experiments because the models were not accustomed to certain
water colors in the testing set (Run2). As a result, the D1-1 and D2-1 experiments do not accurately predict
water regions. However, since the testing set for the D1-3 and D2-3 experiments includes images from all
sites and their corresponding runs, these models predict water regions more accurately.

4.3.3 Water change detection
Surface water change
The objective of this section is to test the algorithm dedicated to the detection of water surface change
between two runs. Experiments D1-8 and D2-8 are used to predict the water area for each site’s
orthomosaic image by using a pre-trained model from D1-3/D2-3.
This section presents the change in the area covered by water between Run1 and Run2. The change of
water area is the difference between water masks of two runs. The water surface change areas for Site 1A
based on the D1-8 results (known as experiment D1-8-5) is shown in Figure 32 (based on RailWaterConvTrans output) and Figure 33 (based on RailWater-UNet output). In these figures, orange and purple
overlay indicate increase and decrease in water regions in Run2 compared to Run1, respectively.
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Figure 32. The result of water change detection for D1-8-5 under RailWater-ConvTrans model for Site1A.
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Figure 33. The result of water change detection for D1-8-5 under RailWater-UNet model for Site1A.

A similar analysis was conducted by considering the outputs from the D2-8 experiment on Site 1A (known
as experiment D2-8-5) and the results are presented in Figure 34 (based on RailWater-ConvTrans output)
and Figure 35 (based on RailWater-UNet output). The outputs for other test sites are presented in Appendix
E.
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Figure 34. The result of water change detection for D2-8-5 under RailWater-ConvTrans model for Site1A.
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Figure 35. The result of water change detection for D2-8-5 under RailWater-UNet model for Site1A.

Water Level Change Visualization
This section shows the result of the water level change. The visualization focuses on the water areas
predicted by the models. The difference in water level is calculated by combining the orthomosaics and the
DSM from each site during Run1 and Run2. More specifically, the difference between two DSMs
corresponding to two different runs is first calculated. Then by comparing the result with the water regions
predicted by both models, the elevation difference is extracted and presented in 2D-3D mapping. An
example of the results for Site 1A is shown in Figure 36 and Figure 37. Positive values on the vertical axes
indicate the water level increases from Run1 to Run2, and negative values indicate a decrease. The x and
y axes in these figures represent the image coordinates. The outputs for other test sites are presented in
Appendix E.
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Figure 36. The water level change visualization of D1-8-5 with RailWater-ConvTrans for Site 1A.

Figure 37. The water level change visualization of D1-8-5 with RailWater-UNet for Site 1A.
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4.3.4 Discussion and results analysis
The result of the water change detection strongly depends on the accuracy of the model used to predict
surface water area. The purpose of presenting it here is just to illustrate the work flow. Some observations
can be made from the results presented earlier:
•

Comparing the results of the two models, RailWater-ConvTrans generates less false positive in
the final image result. An example is shown in Figure 38 in which UNet and ConvTrans models
output regarding water change detection are compared (purple and orange masks show the
increase and decrease in surface water, representatively). As can be seen, the UNet contains
more false detections of water regions.

•

The experiments that ignore “vegwater” yield less false positive because the “vegwater” class can
be confused with the background (e,g. trees)
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Figure 38. An example of the predicted result from UNet (top), and ConvTrans (bottom) on Site 1A.

4.4 Lessons learned and future Work
A summary of lessons learned is presented here based on the results obtained:
•

The ambiguous regions such as vegetation floating on water, and vegetation or soil appearing
from beneath the water surface make it challenging for the AI models to distinguish such regions
from the vegetation and soil regions of the background. A separate filtering by elevation, similar to
what has been discussed in Section 3.2, may mitigate some of these misclassifications.

•

Shadow regions could easily be mistaken for water regions, especially if water in the collection
dates was dark. Training the models on images containing shadow regions may mitigate some of
these misclassification.

•

A model trained on images from one run doesn’t perform well on images from a different run
which can be attributed mainly to changes in water appearance which arise due to various
environmental conditions.

Suggested ideas for future phases of the project include but are not limited to:
•

Reducing False Positives
o
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o

•

Transfer Learning
o

•

Training on more diverse images to cover more water shapes and colors in the field
would help strengthen the developed algorithm.

Data Annotation
o

•

In the next phase of the project, the models of Phase-II can be first trained on generic
datasets (e.g., ImageNet, or Microsoft datasets) followed by fine-tuning on the project's
datasets. It is expected that leveraging the transfer learning will enhance the performance
of the automated water segmentation models developed in Phase-II, especially on sites
not seen in the training data, i.e. to make the models more generalized. Moreover,
evaluations with and without transfer learning are required to understand the strengths
and weaknesses of using transfer learning.

Data Distribution
o

•

Using slices with shadow regions included in training data to help the model learn to
differentiate between water and shadow regions.

Manual annotation of images are time consuming and labor intensive. Effort is needed to
develop a semi-automated human-in-the-loop annotation tool to mark water regions.

Improved Algorithms
o
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5 Using instrumented hi-rail truck for water mapping
The related literature provides only a few reports of employing instrumented hi-rail trucks for railway track
inspection purposes. One example is provided by Federal Railway Administration (FRA) of the US
Department of Transportation (USDOT) in 2016 in which a hi-rail truck instrumented with LiDAR, IMU and
GPS receivers was used to test the potential of 3D maps generated from the sensors to assess safety at
grade crossings [19]. One of the advantages of the hi-rail trucks is that they offer a more convenient and
accessible method for data collection from railway tracks because of their high payload capacity and
superior availability. A hi-rail truck can carry an equipment payload several orders of magnitude greater
than a UAV. Unlike satellite imaging, data collection from a hi-rail vehicle can be conducted on demand,
which indicates the exceptional availability of this technology. In addition, deploying a hi-rail truck with
mapping and sensing equipment will not impose additional downtime for the tracks, because hi-rail trucks
are already used regularly by track inspectors to conduct their visual inspection duties mandated by
regulators.
In this project, a hi-rail truck (Figure 39) was instrumented with a suite of sensors and auxiliary
components to develop a complete data acquisition (DAQ) system that can acquire environmental data in
different sensing modalities and multispectral bandwidths. The data provided by the DAQ system
facilitated the detection and tracking of water bodies around railway tracks.

Figure 39. Instrumented hi-rail truck.

5.1 DAQ system hardware
The DAQ system features a number of sensors as described in Table 18. In addition to these sensors, a
high capacity computer was deployed inside the hi-rail truck to host the supporting software and to
facilitate the data acquisition task. A portable power system provided the necessary electrical power to all
system components. In addition, a monitor was placed inside the hi-rail vehicle to provide in-vehicle
visualization (Figure 40).
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Table 18. Sensor suite deployed on the instrumented hi-rail truck.

Sensor

# Deployed

LiDAR

1

RGB Camera

3

Infrared Camera

2

IMU

1

GNSS

1

CAN-bus Monitor

1

Description
Velodyne VLP-16
905 nm wavelength
16 channel
360o horizontal FOV
30o vertical FOV
100 m maximum range
Intel RealSense D415
69o horizontal FOV
42o vertical FOV
Resolution: 1920X1080
FLIR BOSON ADK
Long wavelength infrared (8-14 μm)
24o horizontal FOV
19.2o vertical FOV
Resolution: 640 X 480
Xsens MTi-G-710 GNSS/INS solution
MEMS implementation
Up to 2000 Hz data rate
SwiftNav Piksi Multi
GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, BeiDou
Monitors vehicle state by passively
capturing the CAN-bus traffic of the
vehicle

Figure 40. Auxiliary components for the DAQ (left) and in-vehicle visualization (right).

5.1.1 DAQ system software
A software stack hosted on the in-vehicle computer and based on the Robot Operating System (ROS)
was developed to facilitate data acquisition and real-time visualization. The organization of the software
stack is presented in Figure 41. The software included vendor-supplied and custom drivers to translate
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binary sensor data into ROS messages. It also included nodes that captured these published ROS
messages to save to the local storage of the computer in ROSBAG 9 format for each message.

Figure 41. DAQ system software block-diagram.

A typical data acquisition pipeline in a ROS is schematically described in Figure 42. The sensor connects
to the ROS computer via a data interface such as USB, Ethernet, etc. The data interface converts the
physical signal into binary data. An appropriate ROS driver parses the binary data into standard or
custom ROS messages (e.g., image message, IMU message, point cloud message, etc.). The driver
makes these messages available to other nodes under a “publish-subscribe” model. Other nodes such as
a DAQ node can subscribe to these messages, and as soon as the messages become available, the
node can store them in local storage (e.g., a hard-drive). Other nodes such as a visualization node or a
perception algorithm node can also make use of the incoming data by subscribing to the messages
published by the driver.

9

It is a binary format that stores acquired sensor data with accurate timestamps.
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Figure 42. ROS data acquisition pipeline.

5.1.2 Choice of sensing modalities and wavelengths
Except for the IMU, all other sensors installed on the hi-rail truck operated on electromagnetic signals
from different spectra (radio waves, visible light, and infrared light). While the LiDAR, RGB cameras and
infrared cameras were deployed to provide raw data that could be processed later to quantify the
presence of water bodies around railway tracks, the IMU and the GNSS receivers were deployed to
determine local and positioning information for the other sensor streams.The VLP-16 LiDAR was chosen
because it operates in the near-infrared 905 nm infrared wavelength.
The two infrared (IR) cameras operate on long wavelength IR (LWIR), specifically the 8-14 μm
wavelength. Since the absorption coefficient of LWIR range for liquid is quite high (Figure 43), the infrared
cameras were expected to provide images where water is represented by low pixel intensities. This
generally leads to highly contrasted images of water with respect to the background. However, this
assumption will not hold true when waterbody is warmer than the surroundings (e.g., waterbody exposed
to sunlight and surrounded by ground shaded by vegetation) and the pixels corresponding to the
waterbody will be represented by relatively higher intensity values. RGB images provided an additional
data point and were found to be helpful in the manual labeling task for the infrared images.
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Figure 43. Absorption spectrum of liquid water (wavelength of the RGB & IR cameras highlighted) © OMLC

5.2 Data acquisition
The instrumented hi-rail truck was employed for data collection between VIA Rail’s Fallowfield station in
Ottawa and the end of the Brockville subdivision (approximately 90 km) for a total of two runs. An aerial
map of the route is presented in Figure 44. The bounding box for the area is represented by the following
GPS coordinates: 44.6254 LAT to 45.3027 LAT and -76.0270 LON to -75.7042 LON. The first and second
runs were conducted on June 1 and July 28 2021, respectively. The two runs yielded a total of 2.9TB of
binary data in ROSBAG format. The bagged data included the 3D point cloud from the LiDAR, RGB
images, grayscale infrared images, GPS coordinates, inertial data (vehicle speed, heading, etc.) and the
CAN-bus messages acquired from the vehicle. The binary ROSBAG format saves all these different data
streams under a common timestamp. This temporal consistency among different data streams was
crucial in implementing the time-sensitive data fusion tasks.
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Figure 44. Data acquisition routes with GPS coordinates retrieved from stored data.

The recorded data in the ROSBAG format can be replayed with accurate time deltas to provide a
convenient pipeline for rapid prototyping of data processing algorithms. For example, Figure 45 shows
LiDAR, RGB and IR camera data visualized in a data replay exercise. This provides an opportunity for
track engineers to view data later as if they are inspecting the track from a hi-rail truck in the field.
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Figure 45. ROSBAG data being visualized.

The data processing tasks are very resource intensive and involve the following steps: (1) reading binary
files from local/cloud storage, (2) de-serializing the binary sensor data into appropriate formats, and (3)
evaluating perception algorithms on the formatted data, etc. All these steps require high GPU, CPU and
memory resources. The large volume of acquired data posed a challenge for processing using the
available computing capacities. Data processing was focused on three selected sites that are prone to
water-related issues. These sites were also inspected by UAV. It should be noted that entirety of the
stored data is still valuable for future research.

5.3 LiDAR data processing
In this project, the measurements from scanning LiDAR and the IMU data were fused together to
construct a 3D map of the scanned locations using simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM)
techniques. Specifically, the algorithm LIO-SAM [20] was utilized to build 3D point cloud maps as shown
in Figure 46. Although this map can be used for a number of railway inspection tasks (e.g., quantifying
safety of grade crossings as discussed in [19]), water was not represented strongly in the 3D point cloud.
It is possible that a major part of the photonic power of the laser pulses transmitted by the LiDAR was
absorbed by the water, and the reflection back to the LiDAR was too insignificant to prominently represent
the water body. The LiDAR used in this project is optimized for scanning speed and for detecting roadway
elements such as vehicles and pedestrians. Using this LiDAR to map railway tracks and surrounding
environments is an important outcome of this project, which may create new research directions for track
inspection using emerging technologies. It should be noted that a higher resolution LiDAR will provide a
finer 3D map of the environment. For example, the geometric features from the culvert and the
embankment in Figure 46 will be more pronounced if a higher resolution LiDAR is used.
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Figure 46. 3D point cloud map showing a railway track, bridge, and the surrounding area.

5.4 Camera data processing
A simple and commonly used approach to map surface water from satellite images is to employ indices
such as a two-band water index, such as the normalized difference water index (NDWI) [21] or its
modification MNDWI [22]. The accuracy of the results from this approach is highly depended on the
threshold values selected to differentiate between water and non-water regions. The advancement in
machine learning techniques now offer a more accurate alternative the traditional water mapping
methods. For example [21] employed a hybrid approach of using clustering algorithms in conjunction with
machine learning models to detect water in satellite images. A deep learning model based on
convolutional neural networks was employed by [22] for water detection in satellite images. Besides these
satellite-based water detection algorithms, a fully convolutional neural network (FCN) augmented with
reflection attention units to embody the physics of reflection of the surrounding environment on water
surfaces was used by [23] to detect water in terrestrial RGB images in [24]. In addition, one of the tasks
described in this report (section 4) also involved developing water detection algorithms for RGB images
captured from a UAV.
Two types of cameras operating in two different wavelength regions (visible and LWIR) were used for
data acquisition during hi-rail surveys. The RGB cameras provided environmental representation in the
visible spectrum, while the IR cameras imaged the environment in the LWIR region of the electromagnetic
spectrum. Since the UAV images used in this project were also in the visible spectrum, greater emphasis
was put on the IR image processing to extend the scope of data analysis for the overall project.
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The LWIR images were acquired in highly unstructured railway track environments because of the
presence of challenging features such as reflections of the sky and vegetation (Figure 47) on the water
surface. This renders the task of detection of a water body difficult. However, machine learning (ML)
based algorithms are considered more appropriate for processing such challenging images than
conventional computer vision algorithms. Since no prior instances of employing ML-based segmentation
techniques were found in the literature for water body detection in LWIR images, ML-based algorithms
used for bio-medical images were considered. A recent seminal and highly cited work in the bio-medical
image processing field is the U-Net architecture invention [25], which was chosen as the neural network
framework for the LWIR image processing task.

Figure 47. Challenges of detecting a water body around railway tracks.

5.4.1 Training data annotation
The model chosen for training was based on the U-Net architecture with a resnet34 encoder backbone
with empty weights. Empty weights were used because the available pre-trained weights were only
suitable for three channel RGB images, and the images that the model is being trained on are non-RGB
(i.e., a single channel IR image). A total of 602 unique images (with no overlap) extracted from the two hirail runs were manually annotated for image segmentation. In an effort to mitigate the challenges posed
by reflections, sections of clear water bodies were annotated as one class (class w1) and sections of
water bodies with reflections were annotated as a different class (class w2). In the annotated data, 601
images contained one or multiple sections of class w1, and 120 images contained one or multiple
sections of class w2. Some examples of the annotated training data are provided in Figure 48.
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Figure 48. Training data examples (red: class w1 representing clear water, blue: class w2 representing water with
vegetation and reflections).

5.4.2 Training data preprocessing
Since the input images contained only one channel, a 2D matrix with normalized pixel values (i.e., original
pixel value range [0, 255] was mapped to [0, 1.0]) represented each training image. These matrices were
also cast to 32-bit floating point format (instead of 64-bit floating point format) to optimize memory
utilization. In addition, annotations for each class were represented by another identically sized 2D matrix
with the value 0 representing the background and the value 1 for class w1 and value 2 for class w2. Thus,
the task of detecting water in LWIR images was approached as a multi-class segmentation problem. Out
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of the 602 images, 20% were randomly selected for validation and the remaining 80% were used for
actual training.

5.4.3 Model training
Employing IR images for ML-based water detection around railway tracks can be claimed as a fairly novel
idea in light of the scarcity of prior examples of such approaches in the literature. Lack of relevant
heuristic knowledge rendered the task of model training an exercise in trial and error. In a first trial, the
original U-Net architecture with previously determined weights was trained under a transfer learning
approach. Since the original U-Net architecture was developed for 3 color channels of an RGB image and
the IR image only had one channel, this model was evaluated on three copies of the same LWIR image.
The problem was treated as a single class segmentation exercise, i.e., the training data was annotated
with only one class representing all water bodies (both clear and “with reflections water” were treated as
one class). This approach did not result in good model accuracy (< 0.8 vs 0.96 for the final model)
because the training data was too diverse for the model to learn the underlying features of two kinds of
water sections that had completely unique representation in the LWIR spectrum. In the next iteration, the
clear water and water bodies with reflections (w1 and w2) were separated as two different classes for
training the algorithm, which rendered the training exercise a multi-class segmentation problem. This
approach resulted in better accuracy, but there were opportunities for optimizing the computational load.
Although the model trained on two different water classes performed well, there was one major drawback
which originated from having to process three copies of the same LWIR channel. This added significant
unnecessary computational load, and this approach was deemed unconducive to the goal of achieving
real-time evaluation by the model. In the final iteration, the model was initialized with empty weights and
the underlying U-Net architecture was reduced to accept only one channel of image data.
With a batch size of 2 (larger batch size was prohibited due to GPU memory resources of the training
computer), the model was trained for more than 500 epochs. An epoch is defined as the full training pass
over the entire dataset with the model having evaluated each training data point at least once. After 500
epochs, model performance showed little to no improvement, and hence the model wasn’t trained any
further. The final model performance is measured using Loss function, IoU, F1 score, and accuracy and
the results are provided in Table 19. IoU and loss function have been previously explained in Section 4.3
and Appendix C. Recall a loss value closer to zero and IoU closer to 1 represent better model
performance. Accuracy is the ratio of correct predictions to the total number of training data points. The
F1-score combines precision (the number of predicted positive class that actually belongs to positive
class) with recall (the number of predicted positive class to all actual positive examples) and is calculated
by the following equations:

In the above equation, Ntp, Nfp, and Nfn respectively refer to total numbers of true positives, false
positives and false negatives.
Table 19. Trained model performance.

Performance metric
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Loss
IoU score
Accuracy
F1-score

0.2490
0.7762
0.9646
0.8148

0.3990
0.7170
0.9337
0.7778

Since the annotated data was randomly split between training set and validation set, each time the
computer was rebooted a new training set and validation set were constructed and the model
subsequently started training on this new data using model weights resulting from the last epoch. These
discontinuities can be observed as large spikes in the model training performance in Figure 49.
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Figure 49. Model training performance.

5.5 Detection and tracking of water
5.5.1 Data mining protocol
The trained model was employed to detect, quantify and track water presence over time in the three
selected test sites. For each sites, the data was collected twice, on June 1, 2021 and July 28, 2021. Since
the LWIR cameras operated at 30 Hz and the speed of the hi-rail truck varied, there were different
quantities of frames between the two dates for each of the test sites. In some cases the hi-rail truck was
not moving which resulted in large quantities of frames at the same location. These caused difficulties
with data analysis and comparison between the two data runs. As a solution, a change in GPS
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coordinates was used as a cue to mine data. As soon as a change in GPS coordinate was detected, the
first frame from the IR image stream was saved for future analysis. This data mining protocol resulted in
533 images for the June 1, 2021 data collection run and 528 images for July 28, 2021 run. Although the
data mining protocol addressed the challenge of varying hi-rail truck speeds, the minor discrepancy in
data volume (528 vs 533) can be attributed to the GPS localization resolution (typical resolution ±3 m).
The extracted images from the two runs were then processed with the trained algorithm to quantify water
in the vicinity of the track at each test site and each run. To quantify the water body surface area, the
pixel area was considered (i.e., number of pixels belonging to class w1 or w2). The extracted data was
analyzed to determine the change of water presence over time in the three test sites (Table 20). A
negative value in Table 20 signifies a reduction in water extent in Run2 versus Run1.
Table 20. % change in water presence over time.

Change in water
presence over time

Site # 1A

Site # 2

Site # 1B

10.92%

-6.94%

18.26%

The data analysis suggested that water presence had increased for all sites except for site 2. A visual
inspection of the images from site 2 was conducted to verify this changes. One particular location that
presented a drastic reduction in water presence in Run2 over Run1 is shown in Figure 50. Of course, this
visual inspection is not the robust evaluation of accuracy required to validate the outcomes of the trained
model. Nonetheless, this can be considered as the proof of concept completed.

Figure 50. IR frames from the same location in site 2 captured in two data runs (left: data Run1, right: data Run2).

Figure 51 presents another method to visualize the changes in surface water between the two runs for
each test section.
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Site 2

Site 1A

Site 1A

Figure 51. Detected water presence in three test sites (green: data Run1, red: data Run2).

5.5.2 Model prediction examples
The frames extracted from the ROSBAG files from the two data runs were fed into the trained model. The
model predicted a probability value normalized over the range [0, 1] for the background, the w1 and the
w2 classes for each of the ~328k pixels of each frame. Subsequently each frame was segmented into the
aforementioned classes based on an arbitrarily chosen probability threshold of 0.7. Several examples of
this prediction exercise are shown in Figure 52. In thisfigure, the left panel shows the actual IR images
collected in the field and the right panel shows the outputs from the trained model with red representing
class w1 (areas with clear water) and blue representing class w2 (areas with reflections in water).
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a

Model prediction
performance is
considered good in
this frame

b

c
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shows a few false
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d

Good two-class prediction
performance

e

Good two-class prediction
performance

f

Good prediction performance
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g

Good two-class
prediction performance

Figure 52. Examples of model predictions (red: class w1, blue: class: w2).

Sub-figures (a), (d), (e), (f) and (g) of Figure 52 show expected prediction performance with some
interesting observations. For example, the vegetation reflections were segmented as class w1 in subfigures (a) and (e), which may be attributed to the prominent presence of class w1, in comparison to class
w2, in the training data. False positive (FP) segmentation examples are provided in sub-figures (b) and
(c). The hypothesis that the high contrast between water body and background in the LWIR spectrum
provides strong features for successful implementation of ML techniques held true for the majority of the
cases. However, it did not work well for IR frames with no water present [e.g., sub-figures (b) and (c)]. For
example in sub-figure b, the model mislabelled a high contrast area in the frame as water. The
mislabelling was caused by a lack of high contrast areas in the training dataset. These FP results were
regarded as noise in the subsequent data analysis activity. Some mitigation strategies for this challenge
are presented in Section 5.6. It should also be noted that the data analysis presented here is based on
the output of the UNet model that has been trained with a limited dataset. More diverse datasets would be
required to enhance this model so it is applicable to other regions this railway. Nonetheless, the results
from this work showed the potential of the deep insight this data acquisition method can offer.

5.6 Lessons learned and future work
5.6.1 General remarks
The literature provides a few prior examples of instrumented hi-rail trucks used for railway inspection and
data acquisition applications in limited scope pilot projects. Cost prohibitive sensing technologies and
insufficient maturity of perception technologies (e.g., ML-based techniques) can be cited for the lack of
widespread application and adoption of hi-rail based data acquisition and processing approaches. Given
the recent developments in sensing and perception technologies driven by the advent of connected and
autonomous vehicles (CAV), accessible and efficient hi-rail based automated inspection methodologies
can be now developed. After conducting hi-rail based data collection and analysis, a few heuristic
remarks can be made:
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•

The camera (RGB and LWIR) placement on the hi-rail truck for the two data runs proved to be
satisfactory. However, the following improvements are proposed:
o

Higher resolution cameras (both RGB and LWIR) will open up new possibilities for the ML
algorithms, and also for new photogrammetric techniques such as orthomosaic
development from RGB and LWIR images.

o

Multiple RGB cameras can be used to develop 3D maps based on stereoscopic methods.

o

The view angle of the cameras can be adjusted.

•

Time-of-flight cameras can also be investigated to provide another sensor input.

•

Cellular and radio based GPS accuracy augmentation methodologies (e.g., RTK systems) should
be used to enhance the accuracy of the GPS coordinates.

•

The ROSBAG format was used to record all incoming data streams in a few files. This resulted in
big binary files with data sizes approaching terabytes. When the data was analyzed, these files
proved to be quite difficult to handle because the computer took too much time to load the data
file. For example, it took ~1.5 hours for a fairly powerful desktop computer to load a ROSBAG file
of approximately 750 GB for analysis. This posed a significant challenge in processing the data. It
is recommended that for future data collection exercises, data should be recorded in a series of
files to keep each file size under 1 GB.

•

The analyzed data could be better visualized if a graphical information system was interfaced with
the ROS. A quick search in the literature showed a few Python libraries that can achieve this.
Better data visualization techniques will allow human operators to yield more value out of the
data.

5.6.2 Imaging in LWIR spectrum and ML-based techniques for water detection
This project was a first attempt in imaging in the LWIR spectrum and subsequently using ML-based image
segmentation techniques for water detection. The results showed immense promise for providing the
basis of a robust and reliable water detection system. To develop such a production-ready system the
following future work is proposed:
•

Visual inspections on the extracted data showed false-positive results where shadowed areas in
the LWIR image were erroneously labelled as water. The training dataset put emphasis on
frames with water presence. In hindsight, examples of backgrounds with shadowed areas should
have been included in the training dataset so that the model could be trained not only on water
presence, but also to identify ambiguous areas representing background in the image.

•

One way to improve the accuracy of the model is to implement a multi-spectral data fusion
scheme by considering an additional input stream provided by the RGB images. For detection of
water from RGB images from the hi-rail level, the ML-based technique provided in [24] can be
used. Coarse alignment of the RGB and the LWIR images can be achieved from the GPS tags.
However, more precise alignment can be achieved by performing geometric calibration of the
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extrinsic parameters of the RGB camera and the LWIR cameras. Although this problem of multicamera geometric calibration is a well-known and highly published problem in computer vision,
instances of multi-spectral geometric calibration is scarce in the literature. As such, novel
techniques for data alignment must be developed for precise pixel-level alignment of the two
frames. Nonetheless, coarse GPS-based alignment might prove to be sufficient to develop an
efficient system.
•

Photogrammetric methodologies such as orthomosaic techniques can be investigated to obtain
3D information from single or multiple camera images operating in multiple wavelength ranges
(i.e., RGB and LWIR).

•

An extensive validation exercise that goes beyond a limited number of human annotated
validation datasets must be performed on the developed ML-based water detection algorithms.
This will require careful consideration of how the trained model performs in terms of accuracy and
false positives, the resources available for data collection and validation, and railway domain
knowledge.

5.6.3 LiDAR Mapping
•

The LiDAR did not provide a useful dataset of water presence. Driving the hi-rail truck at very low
speeds (< 5 kph) so the LiDAR could be exposed to more points reflected from the water surface
could be one mitigation method. Another potential solution is to use a LiDAR that is designed for
water detection. However, these propositions must be experimentally verified.

•

LiDAR maps of embankments can be used for inspection. For this purpose, a combination of
better resolution LiDAR (VLP-32 or better) and low speed operation of the hi-rail truck can be
trialed. For this purpose, however, LiDAR must be placed in a location that emphasizes the task
of mapping embankments. One such placement can be on the roof and the LiDAR tilted to the
ground in the forward direction so that the laser rings from the LiDAR provides a large number of
intersections with the embankment. GPS accuracy augmentation systems and wheel encoders
should be used in conjunction with a high resolution LiDAR to facilitate the SLAM algorithms to
generate a highly accurate map.
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6 Conclusion and future work
This section provides an overall conclusion for the project. More detailed discussions and conclusions
can be found at sections 3.4, 4.3.4, and 5.6.

6.1 Conclusion
NRC in collaboration with ARSL at McGill University and VIA Rail Canada performed an extensive field
investigation by employing satellite images, UAV and an instrumented hi-rail truck at several test sites along
a VIA Rail line to explore the potential of these technologies for monitoring surface water “near” railway
tracks. The measurements from the three platforms (satellite, UAV and hi-rail truck) and various sensors
provided a wide range of complementary information with different spatial and temporal resolution as well
as field of view.
Using high resolution (3 m spatial resolution) imagery from the PlanetScope satellite constellation at four
different times, surface water (and its changes) was mapped over a large area near a long extent of VIA
Rail track between Ottawa and Brockville. The map was found to be beneficial to extract the overall area
that is prone to flooding. However, the comparison of the processed images over time suggested that the
rapid growth of the wetland vegetation obscures the extraction of the water. This is mainly attributed to the
spatial resolution of these images as very few areas of exposed surface water are large enough to be the
main contributor to the pixels.
A UAV was used to survey four test sections along VIA Rail’s track that are prone to flooding. Using the
UAV, the water mapping was narrowed down to a 50 m buffer area on either side of the track, providing
visibility on the areas that may not be visible from the track level. The consistent multi-temporal UAV
datasets facilitated the detection of changes in water level and water surface extent. The use of a high
precision RTK-enabled UAV with a photogrammetric camera is fundamentally important for generating the
datasets (3D point clouds, orthomosaics, and DSM) used in this type of analysis. The high resolution
orthomosaics (originally generated at 1cm, but degraded to 3 cm pixel size for analysis) and 3D point clouds
were used to accurately identify the changes in water level. In addition, the availability of a diverse dataset
of UAV images enabled us to develop and enhance effective AI algorithms to automate water detection
tasks. The presence of leaves and vegetation on the water surface complicated the detection task.
Separating this type of water body (with vegetation on the surface) from those with a clear surface helped
to mitigate the water detection problem, however a larger dataset would be required to further improve the
effectiveness of the algorithms.
A hi-rail truck instrumented with a suite of sensors (LiDAR, RGB camera, and longwave infrared camera)
was used to further narrow down the water mapping problem to the areas located next to the track (within
the visibility range from track level). The instrumented hi-rail truck was employed over the entire length of
VIA Rail’s track between Ottawa and Brockville. The longwave infrared images from all the sections
containing water were used to train an algorithm to map water. Similar to the algorithm developed for UAVbased images it was found that separating water into two classes, water with clear surface and water with
vegetation and shadows on the surface, during the image annotation and training process improves the
overall effectiveness of the algorithm. This algorithm can potentially be applied on data collected in real-
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time and provide visualized results to the inspector inside the hi-rail truck. Furthermore, the LiDAR and the
IMU data was fused together to construct a 3D map of the test sections (same sections surveyed by the
UAV). Although water was not represented strongly in these maps, they were found to be useful for a
number of railway inspections tasks. For instance, they can potentially be used to measure the distance
between vegetation and track, a parameter that is important to identify the clear area near grade crossings.
The instrumented hi-rail truck was found to be an effective and flexible method to map water bodies that
are located next to the track and within the line of sight.
Overall, the results of this phase of the project provided valuable information regarding the operational
challenges of these systems, the advantages and limitations of the measurements from each platform,
the minimum specifications required to achieve certain types of products, the challenges in developing
highly effective AI algorithms, and the potential of the products for monitoring other track features.
In the long term, this work is expected to contribute to:
•

Improving the safety of railway operations by providing solutions based on emerging technologies
that are able to detect problematic sources of water that are difficult to detect with current
methods.

•

Improving the fluidity of train traffic by reducing track downtime by implementing automated
methods as an alternate solution to time consuming and labor intensive visual inspections.

6.2 Future work
This project provided a greater understanding regarding the potential and challenges of using emerging
technologies for mapping water “near” railway tracks. Further advances in the framework of technology
specific methodologies for data collection, processing, and analysis would be required to bring them to
a stage that could be used/applied by the railways. NRC proposes the following ideas as the next step
for this project (a more exhaustive list of ideas along with detailed description have been provided to
TC in a separate document):
•

Testing imagery from other satellite platforms with higher spatial resolution and comparing the
results of imagery from these platforms to identify the level of detail that can be extracted from
each platform.

•

Using high efficiency UAV LiDAR in addition to RGB cameras to enable data collection over
longer sections of track and potentially operating a UAV beyond visual line of sight.

•

Developing guidelines for using UAV as a means for scheduled water inspection to assist
railways in the systematic recording and organization of UAV data for later reference,
comparison, and trend analysis which can help railways enhance their ability to predict when,
where, and to what extent mitigation measures may be required.

•

Developing a UAV-based approach that is flexible, scalable, practical, and easy-to-use to enable
Canadian railways to use UAV during the inspections that are conducted following extreme
events such as heavy rainfall to ensure track safety prior to train passage.
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•

Using the most recent techniques in machine learning to mitigate some of the water detection
challenges including the use of the transfer learning technique and supervised/unsupervised
techniques.

•

Optimizing the position and quality of the sensors installed on the hi-rail truck to enable the
creation of 2D orthomosaics and 3D point clouds from track level. These optimizations can add to
the capability of the hi-rail platform and could be used to inspect other track features such as
embankment movement.

•

The developed algorithm to map water from infrared images collected by the hi-rail truck can be
further improved by implementing a multi-spectral data fusion scheme by considering an
additional input stream provided by the RGB images.
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Appendix A RailWater-UNet Model for Segmentation of Rail-track and
Water Regions
Overview
The proposed model for segmentation of rail-track and water regions in UAV-based images, referred to as
RailWater-UNet is a multi-scale fully convolutional network designed in an encoder-decoder architecture
inspired by U-Net [15].
FCN [26] differ from the classical convolutional network architectures in that they replace the latter’s fully
connected ending layers with convolutional layers to allow the model to work with variable-sized input
images and to make pixel-wise predictions rather than simply predicting image/object labels.
In the encoder-decoder architecture, the network is composed of two main parts: (i) encoder, and (ii)
decoder. The encoder part of the network comprises a series of convolutions and down samplings and
learns the latent representations of the training data. The decoder part of the network is composed of
convolutions (more aptly called transposed convolutions) and up samplings, and learns to regenerate the
inputs from the latent representations. In a semantic segmentation framework, the decoder is designed to
learn to generate a segmentation mask indicating the class of each corresponding pixel of the input image.
To overcome the loss of details, skip connections are used to fuse (more precisely, concatenation followed
by convolution) the features from the fine and upsampled (coarse) layers. Instead of fusing them through
simple summation, the convolution layer that acts on the concatenated features learns to fuse these
features from the different scales.
Architecture
The RailWater-UNet proposed in this work can be described by the architecture shown in Figure A-1. In
the U-shaped architecture, the left part is the downward or contractive path while the right part is the
upward or expansive path, with the bottleneck layer at the middle. In the downward path, each block D_X
(where X=0,1,…,Depth-1) is composed of two 2D convolutions, each followed by Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU ) activations and batch normalization, and a maximum pooling operation at the end to downsize
the feature map dimensions. Note that D_(Depth-1) is the bottleneck layer and doesn’t have a maximum
pooling operation. The kernel size of the filters in these convolution layers is selected as 3x3, with a stride
of 1 and padding set to 1. The maximum pooling operation has a window size of 2x2 thereby reducing the
feature map dimensions by half. Moreover, at each block, the number of channels is doubled. Starting
with input RGB images of 3 x 832 x 832 respectively (Columns x Height x Width), towards the end of the
downward path, we obtain feature maps of dimensions 256x52x52, when Depth equals 5.
In the upward path, each block U_X (X=0,1,…,Depth-2) is composed of a transposed-convolution
operation, concatenation-based fusion of feature-maps for the corresponding block in the downward-path,
and two layers of 2D convolutions. The transposed-convolution operation takes the output of the previous
block as input and uses a 2x2 kernel with a stride of 2 to yield an upsampled feature map with half the
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number of channels. Thereafter, a concatenation operation groups this upsampled feature map with the
corresponding downward path’s block output. In some cases, depending on the input image size, it’s
possible that the dimensions of the upsampled feature maps may not exactly match the dimensions of
corresponding feature maps from the downward path. To circumvent this issue, a cropping layer is placed
before the concatenation operation that crops out the feature maps from the downward path as needed.
However, in our work, we choose the input image size in such a way that cropping would not be needed.
At the end of an upward path block are two successive 2D convolutions which reduce the number of
channels in the block’s output to half.
The final block in the upward path, U (Depth-1) is composed of a 1x1 convolution layer that learns to reduce
the feature map channels to the number of classes. Then, training functions can be applied to obtain perpixel class predictions for the segmentation mask.

Figure A-1: Architectural overview of the proposed RailWater-UNet
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Appendix B RailWater-ConvTrans
Our proposed model is composed of three main parts: input image encoding, transformer processing and
feature maps decoding, and they are explained as follows:
Encoding by Convolution
The image encoder of our model has the same structure as U-Net [15], where convolutional blocks are
used for the input feature extractions and max-pooling layers are applied for the feature maps
downsampling. Each convolutional block consists of two consecutive convolutional layers for the channel
expansion. Zero-paddings are applied to the input of each convolutional layer to keep the consistency of
the feature map size. A total of 5 convolutional blocks are employed to process the input image into 5
feature stages with different feature map resolutions. As the input image has a shape of (416, 416, 3), the
sizes of these 5 stages are (416, 416, 64), (208, 208, 128), (104, 104, 256), (52, 52, 512) and (26, 26, 512)
Transformer Layers
Our transformer block is built based on the Vision Transformer of [16]. The lowest-level feature maps from
the convolutional encoder are ﬁrst ﬂattened into feature patches with the shape of (26×26, 512) before
being fed into the transformer block. Therefore, the input to the transformer block has totally 676 patches
with each patch containing 512 channels. A position embedding array is added to the each one of the input
patches before the process of the Multi-Head Attention (MHA) layers. Unlike Vision Transformer where an
additional “classiﬁcation token” is added for the image classiﬁcation, our model directly uses the embedded
patches as the input for the low-level feature map processing.
To formally illustrate the process of the transformer block, we ﬁrst deﬁne the input feature maps as I ∈
𝑅𝑊×𝐻×𝐶 , where W , H, C stand for feature maps shape, and parameters 𝐶𝑀 and n which stand for the head
dimensions and number of heads of the MHA layers respectively. After the ﬂattening, the input I is
transformed into the patches 𝐼𝑝 ∈ 𝑅𝑃×𝐶 , where P stands for the total number of patches. The process of
MHA is described by the following equations:

Where 𝑄 ∈ 𝑅𝑛×𝑃×𝐶𝑀 , 𝐾 ∈ 𝑅𝑛×𝑃×𝐶𝑀 , 𝑉 ∈ 𝑅𝑛×𝑃×𝐶𝑀 stand for queries, keys and values. 𝑀𝐿𝑃 stands for
Multi-Layer Perceptrons, which are also known as feed-forward layers. LayerNorm stands for a
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normalization method which normalizes the input tensor along the last dimension. With the derived queries
Q, keys K and values V, the attention score maps Attn and the attention outputs O are computed with the
following equations:

where, 𝑂 ∈ 𝑅𝑛×𝑃×𝐶𝑀 is reshaped into 𝑂𝑟 ∈ 𝑅𝑃×(𝑛×𝐶𝑀) and processed by the feed-forward networks shown
in Figure B-1. The ﬁnal output feature maps 𝐹 ∈ 𝑅𝑃×𝐶 are calculated as:

These ﬂattened feature maps F are then re-shaped into the low-level feature maps with the shape of (W,
H, C).
Decoding Feature Maps to Predicted Segmentation Masks
Similar to the decoder in U-Net [15], the decoder of our model also consists of feature maps skipconnections and upsampling. The upsampling in our research is conducted with bilinear interpolation. Each
upsampled feature map is combined with the corresponding feature stage derived from the convolutional
encoder by summation operation. Our experiments suggest that the summation operation generally has a
higher performance than other operations such as concatenation and element-wise multiplication.
For decreasing the channel size, instead of using convolutional layers, our model employs feed-forward
networks to directly process the input on the channel dimension to acquire the desired output size. A
channel-wise normalization layer is also added after feed-forward networks to normalize the output data.
The mathematical description of such a method can be represented as:

where, Fn is the input feature map to the n−th feed-forward layer, which has the shape of (W, H, C). Fn+1 is
the output of the n−th feed-forward layer with the shape of (W, H, Cd). Θ and B are the learnable parameters
and biases. These feed-forward networks function in a similar way as the transformer block. It views each
grid of the input feature maps as a patch. Therefore it is able to summarize the feature properties along the
channel dimension of each grid. This way, not only the model size can be optimized, but also the
functionality of the transformer block can potentially be further improved.
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Figure B-2. (Left) Training loss values of RailWater-ConvTrans (Convolution-Transformer) with the two different loss
functions. (Right) Validation performance of RailWater-ConvTrans

Although both loss functions show the same trend with similar performance on the validation set, the training
loss values of the focal loss show a much smoother convergence during the experiment. Therefore, focal
loss is set as the priority loss function in this research. Further experiments were also conducted to tune
parameters of the loss function. As a result, the coefﬁcient α for the negative samples in the focal loss is
set to 0.2, and γ is set to 2. At the time of these experiments to obtain the fine-tuned loss function
parameters, Phase-II data (with ground truth annotations) was not available and hence Phase-I data was
utilized.
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Appendix C Performance Metrics and Hyperparameter Settings
Mean Intersection over Union (mIoU)
To evaluate and assess a machine learning model in terms of its performance, various metrics are utilised.
In this work, the goal of the RailWater-ConvTrans and RailWater-UNet models is to detect and segment
water and railway regions in given images while differentiating them from other background regions. We
employ the mean Intersection over Union metric to evaluate the models’ performance. This metric give a
measure of how close the model’s predicted regions match with the actual ground truth regions for various
classes (e.g., water and railway track).
•

•
•
•

Given a prediction mask (pred) and target mask (target), let predi and targeti denote the pixels
predicted to and actually (ground truth) belonging to classi, respectively, across the entire set of
images/batches.
The Intersection over Union (IoU) with respect to class-i is given as:
o ( predi ∩ targeti) / ((predi ∪ targeti) - ( predi ∩ targeti))
In this way, we obtain an IoU score with respect to each class.
Thereafter, the mIoU is obtained by averaging the classwise IoU scores.

Loss Function
In the training process of RailWater-ConvTrans, two types of loss functions were investigated: (i) cross
entropy loss and (ii) focal loss [17] to measure the performance of the models.
The cross-entropy loss measures the performance of a classification model whose output is a probability
value between 0 and 1. Cross-entropy loss increases as the predicted probability diverges from the actual
label. A perfect model would have a value of 0. We leverage the cross entropy loss function to measure the
loss between the predicted mask and target mask, due to its effectiveness in multi-class classification
problems. The raw, unnormalized prediction scores (i.e., the prediction masks) are fed as input to the
CrossEntropyLoss function. Then, given the predicted mask and target ground truth mask, the loss is
calculated as:

where ci is the ground truth class level for a pixel, The output of the loss function would be a scalar value
obtained by averaging the class-wise loss elements. For imbalanced datasets, one could provide class
weights to the loss function, which slightly changes the equation to:
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The Focal Loss function addresses class imbalance during training in tasks like object detection. It is an
extension of the cross-entropy loss function that would down-weight easy examples and focus training on
hard negatives. It is a dynamically scaled cross-entropy loss, where the scaling factor decays to zero as
confidence in the correct class increases. Intuitively, this scaling factor can automatically down-weight the
contribution of easy examples during training and rapidly focus the model on hard examples.
Model Hyperparameter Settings
In this project, the models Railwater-UNet and Railwater-ConvTrans models share the same
hyperparameter values, and they are shown in the following table:
Table D-1: The Hyperparameter used in the project

Input image size
Batch size
Warmup learning rate
Warmup steps
Initial learning rate
Learning rate decay
Learning rate decay frequency steps
Global mean and variance

Version 1.0

416 x 416
4
0.000001
1000
0.0001
0.96
600
Various for different experiments,
see Appendix for detail
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Appendix D Performance of RailWater-UNet and RailWater-ConvTrans
during training and evaluation (D1-3, D2-3)
D1-3: Description
The goal of this experiment is to assess how the model trained on a portion of combined Run1 and Run2
data performs on unseen portions of the combined data. The tiled samples of both Run1 and Run2 of all
sites are combined then randomly split into training, validation and testing sets.
D1-3: Training and validation:

Figure E-1: Training (left) and validation (right) loss of ConvTrans model on D1-3

Figure E-2: Performance graphs of RailWater-ConvTrans on D1-3 validation data
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Figure E-3: Training (left) and validation (right) loss of RailWater-UNet model on D1-3

Figure E-4: Performance graphs of RailWater-UNet on D1-3 validation data
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Figure E-5 Sample outputs of RailWater-ConvTrans (left two columns) and RailWater-UNet (Right two columns) on
D1-3 test set

In Figure E-5, we show sample of predicted outputs and their corresponding ground-truth for both models.
In this experiment, we show that the RailWater-Unet perfoms slightly better than the RailWater-ConvTrans.
D2-3: Description
The goal of these experiments is to assess how the model trained on a portion of combined Run1 and Run2
data performs on unseen portions of the combined data, keeping “vegwater” as a separate class. The tiled
samples of both Run1 and Run2 of all sites are combined then randomly split into training, validation and
testing sets.
D2-3: Training and validation
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Figure E-6. Training (left) and validation (right) loss of ConvTrans model on D2-3

Figure E-7: Performance graphs of RailWater-ConvTrans on D2-3 validation data
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Figure E-8: Training (left) and validation (right) loss of RailWater-UNet model on D2-3

Figure E-9: Performance graphs of RailWater-UNet on D2-3 validation data
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Figure E-10: Sample outputs of RailWater-ConvTrans (left two columns) and RailWater-UNet (Right two columns) on
D2-3 test set
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Appendix E Water Change Detection
Water Surface Change
This section shows the water surface change detection results for the experiment D1-8-6, D1-8-7, D2-8-5,
D2-8-6, D2-8-7. RailWater-ConvTrans and RailWater-UNet are used to provide the predicted water
surface masks separately.
D1-8-6 : In this experiment, the water area change between two Runs of the Site 1B is detected.
D1-8-7: In this experiment, the water area change between two Runs of the Site 2 is detected.
D2-8-6: In this experiment, the water area change (without “vegwater”) between two Runs of the Site 1B
is detected.
D2-8-7: In this experiment, the water area change (without “vegwater”) between two Runs of the Site 2 is
detected.
In the figures presented in this appendix, orange overlay indicates increase in water regions compared to
Run1, purple indicates decrease in water regions compared to Run1.
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Figure F-1: The result of water change detection for D1-8-6 under RailWater-ConvTrans model for Site 1B.
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Figure F-2: the result of water change detection for D1-8-6 under RailWater-UNet model for Site 1B.
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Figure F-3: The result of water change detection for D1-8-7 under RailWater-ConvTrans model for Site 2.
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Figure F-4: The result of water change detection for D1-8-7 under RailWater-UNet model for Site 2.
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Figure F-5: The result of water change detection for D2-8-6 under RailWater-ConvTrans model for Site 1B.
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Figure F-6: The result of water change detection for D2-8-6 under RailWater-UNet model for Site 1B.
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Figure F-7: The result of water change detection for D2-8-7 under RailWater-ConvTrans mode for Site 2.
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Figure F-8: The result of water change detection for D2-8-7 under RailWater-UNet model for Site 2.

Water Level Change
In this section, the water level change detection results for D1-8-6 and D1-8-7 are listed below. The x-axis
and y-axis stand for the image coordinate. The color and the z-axis in the 3D point cloud represent the
change of the water area elevation.
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Figure F-9: The water level change visualization of D1-8-6 with RailWater-Convtrans for Site1B.

Figure F-10: The water level change visualization of D1-8-6 with RailWater-UNet for Site1B.
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Figure F-11: The water level change visualization of D1-8-7 with RailWater-Convtrans for Site2.

Figure F-12: The water level change visualization of D1-8-7 with RailWater-UNet for Site2.
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